






















































































TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

City of Detroit Human Resources Department 
Notice of Reduction in Force Rights 

Ms. Bridget Lamar 
8576 Mark Twain, Detroit, Michigan 48228 

Marcella Anderson, PhD, Director of Police Personnel 

December 17, 2018 

Notice of Reduction in Force Rights 

Your position of Employee Services Manager II has been reached for layoff due to Lack of 
Funding. In accordance with Human Resources Rule 10 and/or applicable contract provision(s), 
you have the following rights within The Police Department to: 

SECTION 1- {To be completed by Human Resources) 

1. A Demotion in Series to the title of Employee Services Consultant Ill at a salary of 
$85,515. 

The status change to your new title will be effective January 2, 2019. 

2. A Demotion or Transfer to the formerly held class of __ at a salary of~$ __ 

The status change to your new title will be effective-----'-

SECTION 2 - (To be completed by Employee) 

In accordance with Human Resources Rule 10 and/or applicable contract provision(s), I 
understand that my failure to select one of the above-mentioned options shall result in layoff 
and may affect my citywide displacement and recall rights. I understand that by waiving my 
right to a demotion or transfer, I may be deemed ineligible for unemployment benefits by the 
Michigan Unemployment Insurance Agency. 

• I select# --- OR • I select layoff __ 

Employee Signature ____________ Date ______ _ 

Notice of Reduction in Force Rights 
Effective: 6/11/10 

(Initial) 

FORM9053 
Rev 2 
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1 Detroit, Michigan

2 June 14, 2019

3 10:10 a.m.

4                        *     *     *

5                   MS. HA:  Today is Friday, June 14th,

6      2019, and this is an administrative hearing for OIG

7      File Number 18-0057-INV.  We are holding this hearing

8      pursuant to a request made by Dr. Marcella Anderson in

9      accordance with Section 7.5-311 of the 2012 Charter of

10      the City of Detroit; and, two, pursuant to a written

11      notice sent to Dr. Anderson's attorney, Mr. Leonard

12      Mungo, on May 1st of this year.

13                 The record should reflect Bridget Lamar

14      filed a complaint with the City of Detroit Office of

15      Inspector General that Dr. Anderson retaliated against

16      her for participating in an OIG investigation.  Based

17      on our investigation of Ms. Lamar's allegations, we

18      concluded Dr. Anderson did retaliate against

19      Ms. Lamar.  Therefore in accordance with the charter,

20      a copy of the draft of the OIG's request to close

21      investigation memorandum, also herein referred to as

22      the draft report for File Number 18-0057-INV, was

23      provided to Dr. Anderson.
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1                 Pursuant to Rule 3 of the OIG's

2      administrative hearing rules, the purpose of this

3      hearing is to permit Dr. Anderson with an opportunity

4      to present testimony and any supporting information in

5      response to the OIG's finding as stated in the draft

6      report dated April 17th, 2019.  Therefore, everyone in

7      this room is reminded this hearing is not an

8      adversarial proceeding, and as such will be heard in a

9      manner pursuant the OIG's administrative hearing

10      rules, a copy of which was provided to Mr. Mungo prior

11      to today's hearing.

12                 It is also important to note that the

13      hearing is not for the OIG to present its evidence or

14      its witnesses for the case.  The purpose of the

15      hearing is solely for Dr. Anderson to provide the OIG

16      with testimony or evidence which would show that the

17      OIG's findings outlined in the draft report against

18      Dr. Anderson is incorrect or inaccurate.

19                 May I have appearances.

20                 MR. MUNGO:  Thank you.  Leonard Mungo for

21      Dr. Marcella Anderson.

22                 DR. ANDERSON:  Dr. Marcella Anderson.

23                 MS. BENTLEY:  Jennifer Bentley, OIG
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1      attorney.

2                 MR. MARABLE:  Kamau Marable, Deputy

3      Inspector General.

4                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Jacqueline

5      Hendricks-Moore, Investigator for the OIG.

6                 MS. HA:  Ellen Ha, Inspector General.

7                 So Mr. Mungo, the floor is yours.

8                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  I have just a couple of

9      preliminary questions that relate more to procedural

10      issues than to the substantive concerns.

11                 MS. HA:  And if I can't answer them, I'm

12      sure our attorney would be more than happy to answer

13      them.

14                 MS. BENTLEY:  Absolutely.

15                 MR. MUNGO:  And if you can't, we still

16      proceed, right?

17                 MS. HA:  Yes.

18                 MR. MUNGO:  But I'm duty bond to do this,

19      because this is also an opportunity to create a record

20      for appeal purposes should that be necessary.  And you

21      guys are in agreement with that, correct?

22                 MS. HA:  Yes.

23                 MR. MUNGO:  Very good.
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1                 MS. HA:  When you say appeal, there is no

2      appeal of this appeal.  I assume you're talking

3      about --

4                 MR. MUNGO:  Circuit court.

5                 MS. HA:  Yes.  Okay.

6                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Your other witness is

7      here.

8                 MR. MUNGO:  Was that plural?

9                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Mr. Wyrick.

10                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  That was a singular

11      witness.  Just Mr. Wyrick?

12                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Yes.

13                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  Thank you very much.

14                 MS. HA:  I just wanted to not mislead you

15      to think that there was another appeal to this like

16      City Council debarment.

17                 MR. MUNGO:  Thank you, Ms. Ha.  In fact,

18      that was one of my questions, as the charter does

19      reference the authority of the OIG to articulate

20      procedural or appellate procedures for your office,

21      and that would be laid out in the city code, and I

22      just searched and searched, and I could not find any

23      reference to appeals from this office's decisions,
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1      final decisions of this.  And thank you for that.

2      Thank you for that.

3                 The other procedural question I have is I

4      just want to make sure, and I know we've exchanged

5      emails with regard to Dr. Anderson having an

6      opportunity based upon her rights to due process and

7      opportunity to be heard, that she -- that it is your

8      office's position because I never in my opinion got a

9      real clear answer to my question as to whether or not

10      we could have copies of any and all documents that

11      contain any inferences or references to support or

12      facts to support the conclusions that were arrived at

13      by the OIG with regard to my client allegedly

14      retaliating against Ms. Lamar.  And the reason for

15      that is that it's in my opinion inherent in our

16      constitution and the principle of due process and

17      opportunity to be heard that Dr. Anderson has a right

18      to confront her accusers and to see what those

19      accusations are so that we can address those

20      accusations specifically to refute them.  Otherwise

21      she's kind of shooting in the dark, you know.  And so

22      I wanted to make sure that you understood that was my

23      request and those documents were --
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1                 MS. HA:  Not provided to you or your

2      client.

3                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes, I know they weren't

4      provided, and I wanted to be clear, Ms. Ha.  And I

5      know your position is your position, and I respect

6      that.

7                 MS. HA:  Okay.

8                 MR. MUNGO:  And I want to be very, very

9      clear that I have great respect for your office and

10      for you and your staff.  So it's about the law and

11      it's about representing my client zealously, okay, as

12      I would with you if I was representing you.

13                 MS. HA:  Why thank you.

14                 MR. MUNGO:  You would be most welcome if

15      you every reach out, okay.

16                 MS. HA:  All right.

17                 MR. MUNGO:  So I don't believe my client

18      was afforded that.  And I just want to be clear on the

19      record that it is your office's position that my

20      client is not entitled to any evidence that would

21      support the accusations against her that this office

22      used and relied upon as a foundation for finding that

23      my client retaliated against Ms. Lamar.  Your office
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1      is saying I'm not entitled to that, my client is not

2      entitled to those documents, correct?

3                 MS. BENTLEY:  So all evidence that is

4      relied upon is clearly articulated in the report.  So

5      we don't have anything that is extra or anything that

6      would be a surprise.  Everything that we learned is in

7      the report.  But because this investigation is not

8      closed, we don't give out any evidence that we've

9      collected at this point.

10                 MR. MUNGO:  But that would now contradict

11      your letter that you sent Dr. Anderson saying that it

12      was.

13                 MS. BENTLEY:  It's a draft.

14                 MR. MUNGO:  Whatever your answer is,

15      believe me I'm going to accept it, because, you know,

16      this is your operation, and I respect it.  I just have

17      to make a clear record.

18                 MS. BENTLEY:  I understand.  And it is a

19      draft.  So until the report is finalized, it is not

20      closed.  The purpose of this hearing is for you to

21      give us anything that we didn't consider or that you

22      think that we perhaps misunderstood, and any

23      clarifying information you can provide.  And if that
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1      is provided to us, we will change this report, and

2      this draft will never go out to anyone for any reason.

3      It's a draft, it goes away.  So that, you know, is why

4      we don't consider this investigation closed.  We have

5      a preliminary recommendation, but it's not final.

6                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  And I just want to make

7      sure that this was not just an inadvertent oversight

8      on your part rather than an intentional

9      representation.  So this is a paper intensive

10      operation, but you haven't seen anything until you've

11      seen my cases wherein I represent federal air

12      marshals.  The federal government, we're killing a lot

13      of trees.  But it says here in your letter, and I've

14      just got to find it.  It's the last letter that I

15      thought that I would need to reference.  It was a

16      cover letter to the report.  So where is that?  If you

17      have a copy, then -- but you're not inclined to help

18      me out.

19                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  No, no, I can go

20      print it out.  It's not a problem.

21                 MR. MUNGO:  I can't believe it.  I was just

22      looking at it this morning.  That's one of the

23      problems with having too much paperwork.
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1                 MS. HA:  Could that possibly be it?

2                 MR. MUNGO:  No, this is the one setting the

3      date for the hearing.  I can't believe it.

4                 MS. BENTLEY:  So I don't know what the

5      letter says because I didn't read it, but I know one

6      thing we say is that if you don't respond or appeal

7      within ten days, then we consider it final.

8                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes, ma'am, that's correct, but

9      that's not the part that I'm concerned with.

10                 MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.

11                 MR. MUNGO:  I apologize.

12                 MS. BENTLEY:  No problem.

13                 MR. MUNGO:  Amazing, absolutely amazing.

14                 DR. ANDERSON:  I printed the draft and not

15      the letter.

16                 MR. MUNGO:  I have it here, it's definitely

17      here.  It's just with this awesome crowd in here, I'm

18      nervous.

19                 DR. ANDERSON:  Imagine how I felt when I

20      came over here alone.

21                 MR. MUNGO:  I can imagine.

22                 MS. HA:  So just for the record, we

23      consider our file to be closed until you requested the
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1      hearing then.  So because of that, the case is still

2      open.  And everything in the room stays confidential

3      until we conclude otherwise or we reaffirm our initial

4      recommendations.  Then it will become a public record,

5      just so that you understand.

6                 DR. ANDERSON:  And placed on your website,

7      because that's what the document said.

8                 MR. MUNGO:  Praise the Lord.

9                 MS. HA:  You found it?

10                 MS. BENTLEY:  Some of our reports do appear

11      on the website, not all of them.

12                 DR. ANDERSON:  You know, one of your

13      documents said it goes on the website.

14                 MR. MARABLE:  One of our documents?

15                 DR. ANDERSON:  Mm-hmm.

16                 MR. MARABLE:  I'm not sure what document

17      that would be.  That is a case-by-case decision.

18                 MS. BENTLEY:  Cases are referenced in our

19      quarterly report because that's our duty under the

20      charter, and then the full report is a case-by-case

21      basis.

22                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  Here you are.

23                 MS. BENTLEY:  Do you want to tell us what
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1      section you're referring to?

2                 MS. HA:  Okay.  So what is your question?

3                 MR. MUNGO:  So it says -- it's not -- well,

4      I guess it could be a question depending upon how you

5      respond to how this compares with what Attorney

6      Bentley just stated that the investigation is still

7      open.  The letter of April 17th, 2019 states that the

8      Office of Inspector General has completed its

9      investigation of this OIG case number.  So I -- as you

10      can see, it could be a little confusing, and --

11                 MS. BENTLEY:  Well, it's completed in the

12      sense that we have everything that we need to do the

13      draft report, but we give you the opportunity to

14      respond.  So in that sense it's not completed.  So

15      we've done everything on our end that we felt needed

16      to be done to finish the investigation.  But this

17      administrative hearing gives you the opportunity to

18      present evidence or testimony that we don't have or

19      that you think we misconstrued.  So in that sense it's

20      still open.  And so if we were to get a FOIA request

21      the day that came out, we still wouldn't release it to

22      people because you have ten days to respond if you

23      want an administrative hearing.  So in that sense it's
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1      not closed.

2                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes, ma'am, I understand, and I

3      accept what you're saying.  It's just we still have a

4      problem here because consistent with the charter, you

5      guys are supposed to --

6                 MS. BENTLEY:  Complete and closed are also

7      two different matters, right.  Investigations being

8      complete and closed are two separate, completed versus

9      closed.

10                 MR. MUNGO:  But that's not articulated.

11      And, again, whatever your answers are, I'm going to

12      accept them and we're going to go forward with this

13      hearing.  I just want to -- I'm trying to create my

14      record for appeal purposes if necessary.  I have a --

15                 MS. HA:  So, Mr. Mungo, right after the

16      first sentence it states attached is the draft copy of

17      the OIG report.

18                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes, ma'am, yes, ma'am.  But

19      the part that I'm a little confused about is it says

20      that the investigation has been completed.

21                 MS. HA:  It says OIG has completed its

22      investigation.

23                 MR. MUNGO:  Well, who else is
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1      investigating?

2                 MS. HA:  Nobody else, not that I'm aware

3      of.

4                 MS. BENTLEY:  I mean, I really feel like

5      we're getting hung up on semantics.  Our investigation

6      is clearly complete because we issued the draft

7      report.  However, we're telling you if you have

8      additional information that we should consider, we're

9      happy to do that.

10                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  And I'm happy to move

11      on.  I just -- please suffer me to make my record.

12      That's all I'm trying to do.  And I'm going to

13      follow -- this is your shop, I'm in your home, I'm

14      going to follow your rules, okay.  And in America, you

15      know, we don't violate the rules, we go to the appeal

16      court, right?  That's how we do things.  And that's

17      why our country is one of the more stable countries in

18      the world, regardless of all its flaws, in the checks

19      and balances that we have.

20                 So my concern is I asked for help from the

21      Inspector General in securing witnesses, and it says

22      in the Charter, Section 7.5-307, Subpoena Powers, it

23      says the Inspector General may subpoena witnesses,
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1      administer oaths, take testimony, require production

2      of evidence relevant to a matter under investigation.

3      And so this matter is still understand investigation.

4      And I understand your point, and I accept it, and I'm

5      going to move on, I'm just making my record, that that

6      is contrary -- what we're doing is contrary, and

7      failure to secure witnesses for this, just your

8      authority granted under the charter by way of our

9      state constitution for advancing and fulfilling the

10      mission of this office to make sure that honesty,

11      integrity, and waste is avoided and corruption is

12      avoided, to have witnesses here to seek the truth is

13      always the best thing for all of us.

14                 I mean, we're -- at the end of the day

15      we're family, and we should treat each other with

16      those basic respects and regards and rights.  And when

17      we fail to do that, we're in trouble, we're in

18      trouble.  And I know that that's a commentary for

19      another day, maybe from the pulpit or something, but I

20      want to make that point, because I'm concerned that my

21      client is here at a hearing where she's going to

22      present evidence as she has an opportunity to be

23      heard, and she's just not heard through the written
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1      instrument that we put forward or her verbal

2      representations here today, but she's heard through

3      witnesses who provide testimony in support of her

4      defense, and it's just fundamentally fair, that's all.

5      So I would suggest that if this investigation is still

6      open, that we get those witnesses here, all of those

7      witnesses that we identified on the witness list that

8      we provided to your office.  Can we do that?  Whatever

9      your answer is, I'm going to accept it.

10                 MS. BENTLEY:  Sure.  We've talked to all

11      the witnesses that we felt were relevant for this

12      case.  The information that they provided to us is in

13      the report, so you're aware of what they said, and you

14      have an opportunity to dispute that if you feel that

15      that is inaccurate.  But this is not a trial, it's a

16      non-adversarial process.  It's not about confronting

17      witnesses.  It's about you presenting evidence to us

18      that tells us what we got wrong or if something needs

19      to be changed, or if there is something additional

20      that we didn't even consider.  So that's the purpose

21      for this hearing.  It's not a trial.

22                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  So that's your answer to

23      what appears to be your violation of your own charter
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1      and the provisions of your own office?

2                 MS. BENTLEY:  That's not a violation of our

3      charter.

4                 MR. MUNGO:  I understand.

5                 MS. BENTLEY:  First of all, it says we may

6      subpoena witnesses, and that is in regards to our

7      investigation.  And we have spoken to the people and

8      received the documents for our investigation that we

9      felt were relevant.  That charter does not reference

10      in any way the administrative hearing process, nor do

11      the administrative hearing rules suggest that we

12      subpoena witnesses.

13                 MR. MUNGO:  Do you think that this may be

14      as a result of not -- and by the way, your email to

15      those witnesses I believe was a way of discouraging

16      them from coming.

17                 MS. BENTLEY:  Absolutely not.  All

18      witnesses are welcome to attend.  You made it seem

19      like the directive was coming from our office and that

20      they were required to attend, which was incorrect, and

21      I merely made that clear on the record.  Anybody can

22      come, they're welcome to attend.  I provided my

23      contact information if people had questions.  They
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1      could have said, you know, can I come, do I have to

2      come, whatever it is.  If they would have called me, I

3      would have said you are more than welcome to attend.

4      Nobody called me, but that's what the response would

5      have been.

6                 So I just felt like your email

7      misrepresented that.  You were kind of speaking for

8      our office, which you cannot do that.  That's the

9      Inspector General's job.  So that was merely a

10      clarification.

11                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  And I want to be clear

12      on the record that if that is how that came off, that

13      would be inappropriate for me to do so, and if I -- if

14      it appeared to you that that's what I did, I apologize

15      for that.

16                 MS. BENTLEY:  Otherwise I would not have

17      responded to your email.  You can tell people you'd

18      like them to be here.  It doesn't matter to us.  We'll

19      sit here all day and listen to witnesses.

20                 MR. MUNGO:  But what is troubling, what is

21      troubling is how you communicated the fact that it

22      wasn't your office mandating that they be here.

23      What's troubling is that the spirit and letter of the
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1      charter with regard to the obligations of your office

2      with regard to witnesses and the investigation and

3      this hearing should have been more of in order to if

4      you appear, that you will facilitate the goals and

5      objectives of this office, however it is your decision

6      whether or not you want to come.

7                 MS. BENTLEY:  I started the email off by

8      telling them they were welcome to attend.  I never in

9      any way discouraged their attendance.  I just merely

10      let them know they are not required.

11                 MR. MUNGO:  You didn't encourage.  But you

12      realize you didn't encourage, correct?

13                 MS. BENTLEY:  It's not my job to encourage.

14                 MR. MUNGO:  But that's an argument.  I'm

15      sorry.  I accept your rules.

16                 MS. BENTLEY:  When you tell them that

17      they're required to come pursuant to our charter, that

18      attaches other responsibilities to them.  If they

19      don't show up, they can be disciplined, they could be

20      fired, and that was not appropriate for you to suggest

21      that that would be the case in this instance.

22                 MR. MUNGO:  I apologize for that.

23                 MS. BENTLEY:  And that was the only reason
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1      for my clarification.

2                 MR. MUNGO:  I thought I had apologized for

3      that, because that certainly was not my intention.  I

4      was following what I thought to be the spirit and

5      letter of this charter and this office's obligations

6      to have a fair hearing.

7                 MS. BENTLEY:  And Investigator

8      Hendricks-Moore told you on the phone that we didn't

9      require their attendance.  So to then turn around and

10      quote it, it just seemed like you were misleading

11      them, and you had been told that that's not what we do

12      for these administrate hearings.

13                 MR. MUNGO:  But if I apologize for that

14      again, I'm going to sound like a parrot.  I've already

15      apologized for that.

16                 MS. BENTLEY:  Well, I'm just explaining to

17      you why I sent the email.

18                 MR. MUNGO:  And right now I think what

19      we're doing is arguing, and I don't want to do that.

20      I'm going to follow your guide on this.  I think that

21      this is -- this process is flawed, and I just want to

22      make my record.

23                 MS. HA:  That's fine.  And your objection
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1      is duly noted on the record.

2                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.

3                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  And I just want to

4      put something on the record I think is important also,

5      and that is that I did have a conversation with you,

6      Mr. Mungo, in which you did ask me was our office

7      going to be contacting the witnesses.  I did advise

8      you at that time that our offices would not be

9      contacting the witnesses because this was an

10      administrative hearing that you and your clients

11      requested, and that your office was responsible for

12      contacting the witnesses.

13                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes, ma'am, you certainly did,

14      you absolutely did, and I just disagree with that from

15      the standpoint of what you're mandated to do from the

16      charter.  That's the only point I'm making.  But

17      you're absolutely correct.  What you said is

18      absolutely correct.

19                 MS. HA:  And you are entitled to your

20      interpretation of the charter as are we.

21                 MR. MUNGO:  And the courts are entitled to

22      review --

23                 MS. HA:  Absolutely.
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1                 MR. MUNGO:  -- the final decisions of this

2      body, which is where we're going to go if in fact we

3      can't resolve this through the information that you

4      should already have, but apparently you don't, and/or

5      you didn't want in the process of the investigation

6      that we have some here today that may help I believe

7      with that.  And I believe that you all are interested

8      in fulfilling the spirit and letter of the

9      constitutional oath that you took to serve in the

10      capacities that you're serving, you know, no less than

11      I am.  And, you know, hopefully we can achieve that.

12                 I believe this is mine, isn't it?

13                 MS. HA:  Yes.

14                 Just so that we have a clear understanding,

15      we're not here to make a legal determination.  We are

16      a fact-finding agency.  And after we've gathered our

17      facts, we draw a conclusion.  We do not enforce law.

18      Nobody has appointed me as an administrative law

19      judge.  So this is just the Office of Inspector

20      General's report making a recommendation based on our

21      investigation, and this is your opportunity to present

22      why we drew the wrong conclusion.

23                 MR. MUNGO:  Ms. Ha, I understand that.  And
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1      I can only imagine that you have so many people that

2      come into your office at these hearings that don't

3      understand the difference between administrative

4      hearings and judicial processes, and I do respect

5      that, and I hear you.

6                  So just to -- if I could, just a final

7      note, and then I'll put a period here and we'll move

8      on, with regard to my procedural concerns.  This

9      process is flawed, and in terms of just making my

10      record, I know you're not going to agree with me, and

11      I'm not arguing with you, because my client's

12      constitutional rights of due process have been

13      violated thus far, and she was basically brought into

14      an ambush.  There are statements, written statements

15      and recorded statements that you're relying on to draw

16      your conclusions, but you don't allow her the

17      privilege of looking at and listening to those

18      statements so she can see exactly what was said and

19      what really motivated you.

20                 We have no clue what parts of what was said

21      motivated you to draw those conclusions.  If

22      Dr. Anderson had an opportunity to hear those same

23      words and look at those same words, she may be able to
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1      help you dispense the justice and ensure the level of

2      honesty that I'm sure that all of you are interested

3      in achieving in this process.  And so inasmuch as

4      she's been deprived of that, there is no possible way

5      that this process that we're going through right here

6      could avail of anything that is really materially

7      helpful, substantively helpful because she's shooting

8      in the dark.  You know, we have to -- we have to guess

9      at, well, what could possibly make them or support

10      them, make them feel so strongly under these facts

11      that Dr. Anderson was retaliating against her.  So

12      it's much like -- and just by way of analogy, it's

13      much like the Mueller report where the Attorney

14      General summarized the report rather than giving

15      congress the report to look at themselves.  It's the

16      same principle.

17                 So inasmuch as that is the case, I want to

18      put on the record that we are proceeding obviously

19      today, but under protest, because my client's

20      constitutional rights have been violated, and it's

21      just fundamentally unfair, fundamentally unfair.  So

22      with that said, my record is made.

23                 But I think I want to do my witnesses
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1      first, and then I want to ask questions of

2      Dr. Anderson.

3                 MS. BENTLEY:  Whatever order you want to do

4      it in.

5                 MR. MUNGO:  Thank you very much.  So I

6      think I would like to speak with or have Ms. Ducker

7      come in.

8                 MS. HA:  Sure.

9                 MR. MUNGO:  Ms. Ducker, you have stated

10      your name, your full, correct legal name for the

11      record?

12                 THE WITNESS:  Yes, sir.

13                 MR. MUNGO:  All right.  And what I'm doing

14      is creating a record in addition to providing the

15      OIG's office with the information that we believe will

16      assist them in deliberating and making decisions that

17      they make subsequent to these kinds of hearings as I'm

18      creating record for appeal.

19                  L A W A N A   D U C K E R

20      was thereupon called as a witness herein, and after

21      first being duly sworn to tell the truth, the whole

22      truth and nothing but the truth, testified as

23      follows:
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1                         EXAMINATION

2 BY MR. MUNGO:

3 Q.   So far all we've gotten is your name, and I know

4      that's the truth.

5 A.   That's correct.

6 Q.   So, Ms. Ducker, can you just for the record tell us

7      what your current position is with the city?

8 A.   My current position is an administrative special

9      service staff II.  It's an appointed position,

10      contractual if you will.  And in that role I support

11      the human resources bureau in training employees, in

12      hiring police assistance for the department, general

13      human resources responsibilities.

14 Q.   Yes, ma'am.  And, Ms. Ducker, how long have you been

15      working for the City of Detroit?

16 A.   In this role, since 2014.  But I previously retired

17      from the City of Detroit.

18 Q.   And prior to your retirement, what position did you

19      hold with the City of Detroit?

20 A.   Director of police personnel.

21 Q.   Director of police personnel.  Would that be the same

22      position that Dr. Marcella Anderson currently holds?

23 A.   Yes.
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1 Q.   And for how long did you work in that position?

2 A.   Four years.

3 Q.   Okay.  And so you're fairly familiar with the

4      procedures and the missions and the dynamics of

5      accomplishing that mission for that office, correct?

6 A.   Yes.

7 Q.   And I'm going to fast forward now.  Do you know a

8      Bridget Lamar?

9 A.   I do.

10 Q.   And can you tell me how you've come to know Bridget

11      Lamar?

12 A.   I came to know Bridget Lamar from when she was

13      interviewed for a consultant position, so that was

14      probably in the 90's, and in her role as a human

15      resources professional as well.  We did not work

16      closely together, but I know her from working on some

17      projects she may have been involved in, but we've

18      never worked in the office together.

19 Q.   Okay.  So you left that position, you retired as the

20      director of HR for the Detroit Police Department.  Did

21      I say that correctly?

22 A.   Yes, sir.

23 Q.   Okay.  And you were gone for how long prior to coming
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1      back?

2 A.   I left in 2009.  So almost five years.

3 Q.   Okay.  And so you came back in 2014?

4 A.   Correct.

5 Q.   Okay.  And who was the human resource director at that

6      time?

7 A.   Gail Oxendine.

8 Q.   Okay.  And Gail Oxendine is no longer working for the

9      City of Detroit, correct?

10 A.   Correct.

11 Q.   And she left when, if you can recall.

12 A.   I think it's January 2018 I want to say.

13 Q.   January 2018, okay.  So was Ms. Lamar working within

14      the HR department at that time as well?

15 A.   Yes.

16 Q.   And in what capacity?

17 A.   She was the executive manager of police for a period.

18      And when Gail Oxendine left for another position, she

19      was appointed as the interim director of police

20      personnel.

21 Q.   She being?

22 A.   Bridget Lamar.

23 Q.   Bridget Lamar, okay.  At some point was Bridget
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1      Lamar's position changed or modified in any way with

2      regard to the civil service rules and regulations and

3      procedures, if you know?

4 A.   I guess that would depend on the time frame you're

5      talking about.  What I know is is that a

6      recommendation was made and approved to amend the

7      budget to change her current position back to the

8      executive manager position.

9 Q.   Okay.  So you're talking now under Dr. Marcella

10      Anderson?

11 A.   Correct.

12 Q.   I'm speaking prior to that.  If you know, was her

13      position --

14 A.   Correct, it was.

15 Q.   Okay.  Can you share that with us, please?

16 A.   When she, she being Bridget Lamar, was appointed to

17      come work for the police department, it was as an

18      executive manager police in the police medical unit.

19      There were -- I guess a request was made by the

20      previous director, Gail Oxendine to reclassify

21      positions in human resources that included her

22      position as well as several other classifications in

23      human resources maybe several months before she left
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1      that were approved, and the folks' titles were changed

2      and their rates of pay was changed as well.

3 Q.   So Ms. Ducker, how much detail can you give us on the

4      differences in the position that Bridget Lamar was

5      transitioned from and into, and rate of pay, if you

6      can.  If you can't, don't sweat it.

7 A.   The previous position, so the executive manager police

8      position is --

9 Q.   That was Ms. Lamar's position, correct?

10 A.   Yes, yes, the position she was appointed to and

11      originally hired to was an appointed position.

12 Q.   Yes, ma'am.

13 A.   The position that it was changed to was a classified

14      civil service position.

15 Q.   I see.  I see.  Can you -- or what can you share with

16      us to delineate, if you can, the differences in terms

17      of stature, in terms of position, in terms of benefits

18      between those two positions?

19 A.   The executive manager police position is appointed.

20      You serve at the pleasure of the chief of police, it's

21      at-will.  The position is on the administrative roster

22      meaning that your time is not, you know, segregated

23      like you work a regular 9:00 to 5:00.  It's, you know,
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1      you have a general gist of how many hours you need to

2      work in order to get your work done.

3 Q.   Okay.

4 A.   Salary, no overtime.

5 Q.   Okay.

6 A.   You accrue your benefits like vacation, one every ten

7      days, a sick day a month.

8                 The classified position of -- that

9      Ms. Lamar currently is in is a classified civil

10      service position which you compete for.  It would be a

11      position that is posted, people apply for, go through

12      a selection process.  And the position is still on

13      administrative roster because it's salary as well, but

14      you're not in an at-will position.  You know, so

15      unlike the executive manager position, you're not like

16      serving at the pleasure of the chief.

17 Q.   Yes, okay.  Was there any difference in the pay when

18      that transition was made, if you know?

19 A.   I believe that there is a difference in pay.  The

20      employed services consultant -- employee services

21      manager II position makes more than the executive

22      manager police.

23 Q.   I see.  Do you have any idea how much?
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1 A.   No.

2 Q.   Ball park?

3 A.   No.

4 Q.   Very good.  And this change from an executive

5      appointed position to a civil service position was

6      affected by the prior HR director prior to

7      Dr. Anderson coming on board, is that correct?

8 A.   The change in classification from appointed to

9      classified?

10 Q.   Of Ms. Lamar.

11 A.   Of Ms. Lamar, yes.

12 Q.   All right.  Do you have any sense for the time frame,

13      and if you don't, don't worry about it, in which that

14      occurred prior to Ms. Lamar coming on board -- I'm

15      sorry, prior to Dr. Anderson coming on board as the HR

16      director?

17 A.   Not really, not in terms of --

18 Q.   That's okay.

19 A.   Yes, not really.

20 Q.   That's fine.  Okay.  So I want to fast forward now.

21      You look like you're saying that's good.

22 A.   Oh, no.

23 Q.   So do you know when Dr. Marcella Anderson was hired
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1      into the position of HR director for the Detroit

2      Police Department?  If you don't, don't sweat it.

3 A.   I'm thinking September, October, something like that.

4 Q.   Of which year?

5 A.   Of last year.

6 Q.   Last year?

7 A.   Mm-hmm.

8 Q.   All right.  And do you -- are you aware of the process

9      and procedures that were used to affect the filling of

10      that position, how -- what process Dr. Anderson had to

11      go through in order to be hired as the HR director for

12      the Detroit Police Department?

13 A.   I'm kind of familiar if they're what I had to go

14      through.

15 Q.   Okay.  Can you share that with us, please?

16 A.   So the position was posted, applications submitted,

17      interviews held.  I think I may have had two

18      interviews, one with the committee of the board, and

19      then with the full board along with the chief of

20      police.  They asked her at the time, who was Ella

21      Bully-Cummings, they allowed her to also sit on the

22      interview.

23 Q.   This is for your --
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1 A.   This was for mine.  So if that was the same process, I

2      don't know.

3 Q.   All right.  Go ahead.

4 A.   And a recommendation through the committee was made to

5      the board.  The board took it to -- the committee took

6      it to the full board, they had a vote, and an offer

7      was made -- I guess after they approved it, an offer

8      was made, and I was appointed.

9 Q.   Yes, ma'am.  As far as you know, is that the same

10      process that was employed to hire Dr. Marcella

11      Anderson as the HR director for the Detroit Police

12      Department, as far as you know?

13 A.   As far as I know.

14 Q.   So fast forward a little bit more.  Are you aware or

15      were you aware as to whether or not Dr. Marcella

16      Anderson after she was hired as the HR director for

17      the Detroit Police Department, whether she had engaged

18      in a process to retransition the position that Bridget

19      Lamar held back to the original position from a civil

20      service employee to an appointed employee?

21 A.   Was I aware?

22 Q.   Yes, ma'am.

23 A.   Yes.
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1 Q.   Were you aware at the time that Dr. Anderson engaged

2      that process, when she first started, initiated that

3      process?

4 A.   Like November I think, November 2018.

5 Q.   Okay, okay.  And how did you come to know this?

6 A.   We talked.  We talked about it, because she wanted to

7      understand the process, and she asked me, and I told

8      her what I knew.

9 Q.   Okay.  What did you tell her?

10 A.   Well, I'm sorry.

11 Q.   As much as you can remember.

12 A.   That a request needed to be made to the chief with the

13      rationale as to why you want to change the position

14      back to executive manager.  And I'm sure I probably

15      even added that the position was once a position that

16      served at the pleasure of the chief, and I don't know

17      why we would have eliminated that position to get a

18      classified position when you have much more

19      flexibility with staffing if you will by having the

20      position remain at-will at that level.  So my thought

21      as well was that maybe the chief didn't even know that

22      the position that was -- that it was being changed to

23      was a classified civil service position as opposed to
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1      it still remaining an at-will position.

2 Q.   As far as you recollection, that would be the

3      preference of any chief to have that position?

4 A.   Absolutely.

5 Q.   And why would that be?

6 A.   Because you have flexibility.  So if folks are not

7      performing up to your expectations, you can just

8      simply say thank you.

9 Q.   Would it make a difference as to the level of that

10      particular position, would make that flexibility more

11      valuable, the level of authority that that position

12      was, would make it more valuable to make it flexible

13      and to have that flexibility?

14 A.   Well, yes, at that level, because that level reports

15      through his first assistant chief, who is the second

16      person in command to him.  So, yes, he has lot of

17      positions where he still has that flexibility even at

18      the lower levels.

19 Q.   As prior HR director, would you see any hindrance to

20      the efficiency of the operation of that department

21      were that position to remain a civil service position

22      rather than an appointed, at-will position, just your

23      opinion as the former HR director?
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1 A.   Can you ask it again?

2 Q.   Absolutely.  Would you see making that position an

3      at-will, appointed position rather than a civil

4      service position contributing to the efficiency of the

5      running of that department just based on your

6      experience as a former HR director?  Did I -- is my

7      question clear?

8 A.   It's clear.

9 Q.   Okay.  Well, let me put it to you like this.  The fact

10      that you have more flexibility in terms of managing

11      that position, would you tend to think that that would

12      make the efforts to run the department more efficient?

13 A.   If we're talking about this specific position.

14 Q.   Absolutely.

15 A.   I think that it is a -- it was a hindrance -- it is a

16      hindrance, because the flexibility to remove a person

17      who may not have what you're looking for at any given

18      time when visions and missions change.  If you've got

19      to go through the classified civil service process in

20      order to remove them, yes, it's a hindrance to getting

21      something done when you need to get something done

22      when the position was originally at-will.

23 Q.   Got it.
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1                 MS. HA:  Mr. Mungo, if I may interrupt.

2      I'm not sure where this is going, but our report

3      specifically acknowledges that Ms. Lamar's position

4      was in the process of being eliminated, and we are not

5      questioning any business or professional decision as

6      to why an appointed position is being -- I'm sorry,

7      why a civil service position is being converted to an

8      appointed position.  We do not have jurisdiction over

9      such matters.  That's a strictly business decision.

10                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes.  So my -- my response to

11      that would be that it's impossible to disconnect the

12      motivations or perceived motivations and how they

13      affect even your thinking in terms of the decisions

14      that were made and the timing of these decisions.  And

15      I think this would afford all of us some additional

16      information and insights that would help to flavor and

17      color that kind of thing.  So I know that that's not

18      where you are and that's what you were intending us to

19      address.

20                 And I would point out for the record that

21      on Page 6 of 8 in the summary of your investigatory

22      report, Item Number 3.

23                 MS. HA:  Before we go on further, can you
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1      mark this as Exhibit 1.

2                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes, we can.  I didn't include

3      that as an exhibit in my -- I sure didn't, and I

4      should have -- in my written response, so -- but I do

5      have a blank one, yes.

6                 MS. BENTLEY:  He has a clean copy here, and

7      we'll share a copy of the report, and you can put this

8      one in the record.

9                 DR. ANDERSON:  Here, we have one.

10                 MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.

11                 MR. MUNGO:  What I was trying to figure out

12      is Ms. Ha wanted it to be part of the record as an

13      exhibit.  Did I misunderstand you?

14                 MS. HA:  No.

15                 MS. BENTLEY:  That's what this is.

16                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay, either way, yes, ma'am,

17      right.

18                 MS. HA:  In the event there is a judicial

19      review.

20                 MR. MUNGO:  Absolutely.  There was more to

21      it, though.

22                 DR. ANDERSON:  Is there Page 8 of 8?

23                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes, 8 of 8, but there were --
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1      I guess my only question is I thought there were other

2      documents attached to this.

3                 MS. BENTLEY:  They were technically

4      separate, they weren't attached to the report, but if

5      you want to put them all in, you may do that.

6                 MR. MUNGO:  These were not --

7                 MS. BENTLEY:  They were separate

8      attachments.

9                 MR. MUNGO:  And just for the record,

10      Counsel Bentley was pointing out that the cover letter

11      for the report dated April 17th, 2019 was not part of

12      the report, it was just a cover letter, and that the

13      City of Detroit Office of Inspector General Rules for

14      the Conduct of Hearings Held Pursuant to Charter 3 of

15      Article 7.5 of the 2012 Detroit City Charter, which is

16      a three-page document, was not part of the summary

17      report of the investigation, okay, which we're going

18      to add into the record here as Exhibit 1 we can call

19      it 1.

20                 (Exhibit No. 1 was marked

21                 for identification.)

22                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  So Exhibit 1, which is

23      summary and what has a huge stamp across the face of
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1      each of these pages as draft.  I'm going to refer you

2      to Page 6 of 8.  So if you go to the section that has

3      a subtitle Retaliation, Elimination of the Position,

4      that is --

5                 MS. BENTLEY:  Page 5.

6                 MR. MUNGO:  Page 5.  Thank you.  So Item 3,

7      and this is in reference to Ms. Ha's comment that the

8      concerns about the position and the nature of the

9      position, correct me if I'm misquoting you, Ms. Ha,

10      was not of any concern to this committee in your

11      evaluation and the process that you engaged to arrive

12      at finding that Dr. Marcella Anderson had retaliated

13      against Bridget Lamar, you do address that kind of

14      concern in Item Number 3, Page 5 of 8, toward the

15      bottom of the page, which says Ms. Lamar, and I'll

16      just read the whole paragraph because otherwise it

17      will be disjointed and won't make sense.  Dr. Anderson

18      claimed during her interview that she wanted to

19      eliminate Ms. Lamar's position to hire a new manager

20      for police medical who has the expertise in that

21      field.  However, Ms. Lamar has a graduate degree in

22      health administration and has been employed in the

23      police medical for four years.  This seems to
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1      contradict the rationale provided by Dr. Anderson to

2      eliminate Ms. Lamar's position.

3                 So apparently the motivations for

4      eliminating that position was taken under

5      consideration by this body in the process of arriving

6      at its conclusion that Ms. -- Dr. Marcella Anderson

7      retaliated against Bridget Lamar.  I just want to put

8      that in there.

9                 MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.

10                 MR. MUNGO:  And that's Exhibit Number 1.

11 BY MR. MUNGO:

12 Q.   So, Ms. Ducker, you said this civil service position

13      paid more than the executive appointed position,

14      correct?

15 A.   Yes.

16 Q.   You just didn't recall how much more?

17 A.   Yes, I don't.

18 Q.   Do you have any sense for why that would have been

19      done to begin with, why that transition would have

20      been made to begin with?  And it seems to have been

21      during the period of time when the City of Detroit was

22      in financial trouble, correct, in it, going into it,

23      or heading out of it, right?  As best you can recall.
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1 A.   I believe that the former director wanted to align the

2      human resources bureau with the general human

3      resources department of the city, city human resources

4      department.  I believe that was her thought process.

5      That's just what I believe.  I just did not understand

6      why that position got caught up -- an appointed

7      position got caught up with the rest of the classified

8      positions.  All of the other positions were classified

9      positions, and I'm not sure that the chief nor the

10      first assistant chief was aware that the executive

11      manager position was being exchanged for a classified

12      civil service position, or that they realized that

13      they had given up their right to hire whoever they

14      want for that position.

15 Q.   All right.  As far as you know, did Ms. Lamar lobby

16      for that position?

17 A.   Oh, I don't know if she lobbied for it.  I know she

18      was recommended for it.

19 Q.   By the former HR director?

20 A.   Yes.

21 Q.   By anyone else that you know of?

22 A.   I don't know.

23 Q.   All right.  So with regard to the process that
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1      Dr. Marcella Anderson after she was hired by the

2      Detroit Police Department as its HR director, she

3      began the process to reverse that classification for

4      that position, correct?

5 A.   Yes.

6 Q.   Okay.  And what was the rationale given you by

7      Dr. Marcella Anderson, if you recall, for reversing

8      that position?

9 A.   Just a business decision in that to have the ability

10      to have staff of your choosing that you can recommend

11      to the chief to appoint.

12 Q.   I see, I see.  And she had the freedom to do that as

13      the manager of that department, just as the former HR

14      director had the freedom to do that --

15 A.   Yes.

16 Q.   -- in just the opposite direction, correct?

17 A.   Yes.

18 Q.   Did anybody ever question the decision of the HR

19      director at that time when that position was

20      originally transformed from an appointed position to a

21      civil service position, that you recall?

22 A.   Probably not.

23 Q.   Okay.  So as Dr. Anderson reached out to you when she
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1      began the process of putting that position back to a

2      classification that it was originally, which was an

3      appointed position, and that is what you testified to

4      earlier?

5 A.   Correct.

6 Q.   When Dr. Marcella Anderson began that process, she

7      came to you and she asked you to help her with what

8      again, just to make sure the record is clear?

9 A.   The steps to take in order to request that the

10      position be returned back to an appointed position.

11 Q.   Okay.  Were you able to help her with that?

12 A.   Yes.

13 Q.   What did you do by way of helping?

14 A.   We prepared language to the chief in support of

15      requesting that the position be returned back to an

16      at-will position to maintain flexibility in staffing.

17 Q.   Did you know at that time how Bridget Lamar's position

18      would be affected, her position or pay would be

19      affected if that transition, if that transformation

20      was completed?

21 A.   Was I aware -- say that one more time, please.

22 Q.   Yes, ma'am.  Were you aware of the consequences on

23      Bridget Lamar's position and pay if that transition,
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1      if that budget amendment was made and she was

2      transitioned out of that -- or if that position was

3      transitioned back into an appointed position?

4 A.   Well, the possibility that she could be removed from

5      the position because we've eliminated -- the effect

6      would have been the elimination of her current title,

7      which is employee services manager II would no longer

8      have been needed, and that arrangements would need to

9      be made in order for her to either, one, maintain that

10      title, or maintain another title in that series.

11 Q.   Okay.  And the followup question to that would be

12      would Dr. Marcella Anderson have any say so in terms

13      of what Lamar's, Bridget Lamar's options would be in

14      terms of jobs to continue with the city, or would that

15      decisionmaking process be driven by civil service

16      rules?

17 A.   That process is driven by civil service rules.

18 Q.   So Dr. Lamar could not have -- I'm sorry, Dr. Marcella

19      Anderson could not have come up with her own sequence

20      and scenarios for what would happen to Bridget Lamar

21      and her job options, correct?

22 A.   Correct.

23 Q.   You attended a meeting with Dr. Anderson and Bridget
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1      Lamar when Dr. Anderson informed Bridget Lamar about

2      this transition in her job circumstances, correct?

3 A.   Correct.

4 Q.   Do you recall when that was?

5 A.   I believe it was December 14.  It was a Friday.

6 Q.   Okay.  Did it ever come to your attention that Bridget

7      Lamar had knowledge of what her options would be as

8      well based on civil service rules if that position was

9      eliminated, if you know?

10 A.   You mean before the meeting, during the meeting?

11 Q.   During the meeting or at any point in time in which

12      you communicated with Bridget Lamar or got wind of any

13      communication or heard any communication coming from

14      Bridget Lamar regarding her concern about the

15      position?  Had you ever heard her communicate or

16      express or articulate that she had knowledge that the

17      results if that position was eliminated, that her

18      options were driven by civil service?

19 A.   I don't think I heard Bridget say anything.  I just

20      assume she knows.

21 Q.   Bridget Lamar was the acting interim director of HR,

22      correct?

23 A.   Correct.
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1 Q.   So it is likely that she would have known that had she

2      not remained in that position, that she was going to

3      have to go back to the position that Dr. Anderson was

4      seeking to eliminate, correct?  Would it stand to

5      reason that she would know that as interim HR

6      director, that if she was no longer serving as HR

7      director, that she would have to go back to that

8      position that she was in?

9 A.   It would be her understanding through experience that

10      she would have a right to go back to positions that

11      she has qualified for in the classified service.

12 Q.   Okay.  So apparently -- and by the way, you were aware

13      that Bridget Lamar applied for the position, the

14      vacant position of HR director for the Detroit Police

15      Department, correct?

16 A.   Yes.

17 Q.   At the same time Dr. Marcella Anderson had applied for

18      that position, correct?

19 A.   Yes.

20 Q.   And did Bridget Lamar go through the interview process

21      as far as you know?

22 A.   I'm assuming she did.

23 Q.   Okay.  Was she selected?
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1 A.   No.

2 Q.   And this answer to this question you may or may not

3      have.  Do you have any clue as to why Ms. Lamar was

4      not selected to fill the position of HR director for

5      the Detroit Police Department?

6 A.   I do not.

7 Q.   Okay.  Do you know whether or not Bridget Lamar had

8      expressed any disappointment or any other kind of

9      negative response to not being appointed to that

10      position, not being selected as HR director for the

11      Detroit Police Department?

12 A.   Not out of her mouth.  Through others.

13 Q.   Through others?

14 A.   Yes.

15 Q.   So when you say others, you mean two people or more

16      than two or three people?

17 A.   Really just one person.

18 Q.   Just one person?

19 A.   Yes.

20 Q.   This person was in a position superior to Ms. Lamar?

21 A.   No, subordinate.

22 Q.   Subordinate to Ms. Lamar?

23 A.   Yes.
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1 Q.   So it takes a lot of courage to say something like

2      that about your boss.  Oh, that wasn't her boss, that

3      was --

4 A.   Yes.

5 Q.   That was, okay.

6 A.   Well, you do a lot of stuff the back, behind

7      somebody's back, right?

8 Q.   That is correct.  That is correct.  And what had you

9      heard, ma'am?

10 A.   Well, that the person wasn't going to -- that she

11      wasn't going to assist the new director at all.  That

12      she would just do a transitional plan and that was

13      going to be that.

14 Q.   Okay.  Was there any truth or evidence to that

15      attitude reflected in Ms. Lamar's performance as far

16      as you were able to witness?

17 A.   I would say yes.

18 Q.   Okay.  In what ways?

19 A.   I guess in terms of assistance.  Knowing pretty much

20      that you're like the second in charge if you will of

21      the command department, that you would be willing to

22      lend some assistance.  I didn't see any of that at

23      all.  But it didn't -- it didn't really surprise me
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1      anyway, because we hardly saw her anyways, so.

2 Q.   Meaning she was hardly at work?

3 A.   I don't know about hardly at work.  We just didn't see

4      her that much because we're in two different offices.

5      So she's in one office that's like next door to us,

6      and we're like in another office.  And so we didn't

7      see her that often.  It's not like she came in and

8      checked in on us that often.  We didn't have meetings

9      or anything like that, so.

10 Q.   Was it different -- was her conduct and behavior

11      different when she was the acting interim director?

12      Did you see her more then?

13 A.   No.

14 Q.   It was about the same, okay.  All right.  So I want to

15      ask you about the meeting that you attended when

16      Dr. Marcella Anderson informed Ms. Bridget Lamar about

17      her position being eliminated and it being

18      transitioned from a civil service position back to an

19      executive appointed position.  You recall that day,

20      correct?

21 A.   Yes.

22 Q.   Okay.  How did you come to learn of the meeting?

23 A.   Dr. Anderson asked me to attend.
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1 Q.   Okay.  And did she tell you why she wanted you to

2      attend?

3 A.   Yes.

4 Q.   Why?  What did she say?

5 A.   She indicated that she was going to inform Ms. Lamar

6      about the position being changed back to an appointed

7      position.

8 Q.   Did she say why?

9 A.   Why what?

10 Q.   Did Dr. Anderson say why she was going to meet with

11      her and inform her of this transition?

12 A.   I don't remember.

13 Q.   If you recall.

14 A.   I don't recall the why of it other than the position

15      had been approved to be changed back.

16 Q.   Okay.

17 A.   And she wanted to inform her.

18 Q.   Okay.  And at that meeting was Dr. Anderson possessed

19      of a chilling attitude or cold presence, unfriendly,

20      condescending?

21 A.   No.

22 Q.   Did she express any animosity?  Did she seem to be

23      upset with Ms. Lamar?
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1 A.   No.

2 Q.   Was her demeanor professional, Dr. Anderson's demeanor

3      professional?

4 A.   It was professional.

5 Q.   Ms. Lamar made a statement to the OIG investigator

6      that at that meeting that she was told that she was

7      being double demoted.  Did Dr. Anderson say that to

8      Ms. Lamar?

9 A.   No.

10 Q.   She indicated -- she did not indicate that

11      Dr. Anderson indicated to her at that meeting not only

12      were there with two positions that she would be

13      eligible for transitioning into according to civil

14      service rules, which would be the services manager II

15      position -- oh, she informed her that the services

16      manager II position was no longer needed, Dr. Anderson

17      informed Ms. Lamar, and that it had been approved for

18      removal, and there were several options available to

19      her, and those options included being demoted to

20      employee service manager I.  Do you recall

21      Dr. Anderson conveying that information to Ms. Lamar?

22 A.   Yes.

23 Q.   And the second one would be employee services
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1      consultant III?

2 A.   Yes.

3 Q.   And do you also recall Dr. Anderson indicating to

4      Ms. Lamar at that time that she could also reach out

5      to Ursula Holland, deputy director of the city human

6      resources department to see if there was a manager

7      position available?

8 A.   Yes.

9 Q.   And she informed Ms. Lamar of all those things?

10 A.   Yes.

11 Q.   Did Dr. Anderson mention anything to her about

12      paperwork, as far as you can recall?

13 A.   Bridget asked could she have some documentation, and

14      the director said you'll receive that shortly.

15 Q.   Okay.  And how did Ms. Lamar take that information, in

16      your opinion?

17 A.   Of course kind of, you know, short.  She kind of like

18      had short statements like, well, why are you doing

19      that?  You know, very abrupt.  The meeting was like

20      five minutes in total time, if that long.  It wasn't

21      that long.  And when Dr. Anderson told her, you know,

22      this is a business decision, she started, "Are you

23      going to give me any paperwork," you know.  So she --
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1      I guess if I was in that position I might feel the

2      same way, too, but Dr. Anderson was not anything less

3      than professional.  And Bridget just said thank you,

4      and left out of the office, you have a great weekend,

5      and just left.

6 Q.   And in your opinion was Bridget Lamar's behavior

7      insulting and unprofessional or in any way less than

8      what it should have been, in your opinion?

9 A.   She didn't say anything improper.  I mean, I guess,

10      you know, receiving that kind of information, you

11      know, it was almost like she was taken aback.

12 Q.   Okay.

13 A.   It was more so like that kind of a reaction, a being

14      taken aback.

15 Q.   So she wasn't pleased with hearing that information?

16 A.   No, she wasn't pleased with hearing the information.

17 Q.   That was obvious in her responses?

18 A.   Right, yes.

19 Q.   But Dr. Anderson didn't do anything that was insulting

20      or unprofessional to her, correct?

21 A.   No.

22 Q.   Or mean?

23 A.   No.
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1                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  Could you mark this

2      please.

3                 (Exhibit No. 2 was marked

4                 for identification.)

5                 MR. MUNGO:  Let the record reflect I'm

6      about to show Ms. Ducker Deposition Exhibit Number 2.

7 BY MR. MUNGO:

8 Q.   This is a statement that you drafted and signed,

9      ma'am?  Could you just confirm that for us for the

10      record and adopt that is your document?

11 A.   Yes, sir.

12 Q.   All right.  And pretty much what you've testified to

13      here today with regard to attending that meeting with

14      Bridget Lamar and Dr. Marcella Anderson is consistent

15      with what you have in that statement, ma'am?

16 A.   Yes, sir.

17 Q.   Thank you.  After the meeting, had you gotten or

18      received any information about Bridget Lamar and how

19      she was responding to the consequences of that

20      meeting?

21 A.   Had I received anything?

22 Q.   Or witnessed any conduct on the part of Ms. Lamar that

23      would be notable in any way?
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1 A.   Say that one more time.

2 Q.   Okay.  We're going to strike that one.  We're going to

3      move on.

4                 With regard to the procedures that were

5      followed by Dr. Anderson in informing Ms. Lamar about

6      the elimination of that position, as far as your

7      knowledge of the procedures in addressing and

8      affecting those kind of changes in transitioning one

9      position to another, in this case from a civil service

10      position back to an appointed executive position, as

11      far as you know did Dr. Anderson follow all of the

12      protocols, standard operating procedures as required

13      by the City of Detroit charter, ordinance, department

14      rules and regulations?

15 A.   Yes.  And also the guidance of the human resources

16      deputy director, Ursula Holland.

17 Q.   What did Ursula Holland do as far as you know to

18      assist Dr. Marcella Anderson in affecting that

19      process?

20 A.   As far as I know she provided her with the documents

21      that would be needed to effectuate the change in

22      status.  She told her that she possibly has a position

23      over in the human resources department, which is why
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1      Dr. Anderson indicated to Bridget to reach out to Ms.

2      or deputy director Ursula Holland.  She would not have

3      done it if she wasn't advised to do so, because she

4      didn't know.

5 Q.   Okay.  Do you know that she did take that

6      recommendation and did she reach out to Ms. Holland,

7      Ms. Lamar?

8 A.   Do I know if --

9 Q.   Do you know whether or not Ms. Lamar actually reached

10      out to Ursula Holland to determine whether or not

11      there was such a position that she might fill?

12 A.   I don't know.

13 Q.   You don't know.  Okay.

14 A.   No, personally I don't know.

15 Q.   Okay.  Were you aware that Ms. Bridget Lamar alleged

16      that Dr. Anderson retaliated against her in informing

17      her of the process of eliminating her position?  Did

18      you know that?

19 A.   Yes.

20 Q.   Okay.  When did you learn of that?

21 A.   You know, actually I think she -- I believe she even

22      said this as she was leaving out of the office, that

23      she felt like this was retaliation.  This would be the
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1      meeting of the 14th, that she -- so that piece of it

2      was kind of clueless to me, because I didn't know what

3      that meant.

4 Q.   Okay.  You didn't know whether it meant that it was

5      the timing in which she was told, or the fact that her

6      position was being eliminating?  What would you based

7      upon the total -- the totality of the circumstances,

8      what would you surmise her feeling of being retaliated

9      against was premised on, the elimination of her

10      position, or the fact that she was told and how she

11      was told, just your opinion?

12 A.   I didn't understand the retaliation piece of it,

13      period, because it was nothing personal about it.

14      When she made the statement, I had no connection to

15      why she was saying retaliation.  It was nothing I

16      really could connect it to.

17 Q.   Okay.

18 A.   I just couldn't understand why retaliation even came

19      out of her mouth.  So if I'm thinking now, if I've

20      been involved in some kind of investigation, now I

21      didn't know none of that anyway, so -- but I'm

22      thinking now that I know all this has gone out, then

23      maybe that's what she was referring to.  I don't know.
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1      But I didn't understand where retaliation came off at

2      because she had done nothing --

3 Q.   She who?

4 A.   The director.

5 Q.   The director being Dr. Anderson?

6 A.   There didn't appear to be any kind of an outward

7      conflict between the two, you know what I'm saying, to

8      say something like that.  Dr. Anderson has always been

9      very professional and nice and just trying to do her

10      job.  So the retaliation piece I just didn't

11      understand at the time where that came from.

12 Q.   Did you ever learn that Bridget Lamar was alleging

13      that the retaliation was based on her providing

14      information to the OIG's office during their

15      investigation of the BOPC, Board of Police

16      Commissioners, and she wouldn't provide the

17      information to Ms. Anderson, to Dr. Anderson, and

18      Dr. Anderson therefore was retaliating against her by

19      removing her position and telling her at the time that

20      she told her?

21 A.   That was later.  That was later on when I found out

22      about that.

23 Q.   I understand.  I understand.  Does that make sense to
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1      you even?

2 A.   That she was -- that the director would be retaliating

3      against her?

4 Q.   Yes.

5 A.   Because she was participating in an investigation?

6 Q.   Yes, and she wouldn't provide the director with

7      information about the investigation, does that make

8      sense to you?

9 A.   Not any retaliation, no.

10 Q.   Okay.  Do you believe that Dr. Anderson would have any

11      vested interest in interfering with the investigation

12      by the OIG's office of the Board of Police

13      Commissioners and their hiring practices?

14 A.   No.

15 Q.   Okay.  Why would you think not?

16 A.   One, because she's prior law enforcement, so no.  And

17      I don't think she would retaliate against anybody for

18      participating in an investigation.  That wouldn't make

19      sense.

20                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  Can we have a moment?

21                 MS. BENTLEY:  Should we go off the record

22      briefly?

23                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes.
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1                 (Brief recess.)

2                 MS. HA:  Back on the record.

3 BY MR. MUNGO:

4 Q.   Ms. Ducker, have you ever in the history of your

5      service in the HR department or even in the City of

6      Detroit witnessed the or had knowledge of a position

7      being transitioned, an executive appointed position

8      being transitioned to a civil service position?

9 A.   I haven't seen it.  I haven't seen it.

10 Q.   Have you ever heard of that within the City of Detroit

11      Police Department?

12 A.   I haven't seen it.  I haven't heard of it.  I mean, I

13      don't know why anybody would do that.

14 Q.   Okay.  You mean going from the executive to the civil

15      service?

16 A.   Correct.

17 Q.   You also participated in the process leading up to the

18      budget amendment.  You communicated with the budget

19      department, correct, the budget staff regarding the

20      approval of that position or the approval of the

21      budget amendment?

22 A.   Yes.

23 Q.   Can you tell us, when did you come to learn that the
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1      budget amendment had been approved, if you can recall?

2 A.   I may not be able to recall the dates, but --

3 Q.   Okay.  So, yes, I'm going to let the record reflect

4      I'm going to share an email with Ms. Ducker that will

5      help to refresh your recollection.

6 A.   Okay.

7 Q.   And it would be one of the exhibits to Dr. Anderson's

8      written submission.

9                 MS. BENTLEY:  You can ask leading questions

10      if that's helpful.

11                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  Thanks.

12                 MS. HA:  I believe it's Exhibit H.

13                 MR. MUNGO:  Thank you.  You know my

14      documents better that I do.

15                 MS. HA:  Am I correct?

16                 MR. MUNGO:  Let's see.

17                 MS. HA:  Do you want to put the whole thing

18      as an exhibit, or did you want to just --

19                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes, yes, I think so.  So the

20      entire document is an exhibit.

21                 MS. HA:  Okay.

22                 MR. MUNGO:  But I'm trying to find that one

23      here.
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1                 MS. HA:  It's not H?

2                 MR. MUNGO:  It would be an email from

3      Ms. Ducker to the budget.  So I think I'll have to use

4      one that is not in here.

5                 (Discussion off the record.)

6                 (Exhibit No. 3 was marked

7                 for identification.)

8 BY MR. MUNGO:

9 Q.   Ms. Ducker, I'm going to show you a document that has

10      been marked as Deposition Exhibit Number 3.  Can you

11      take a look at that email trail, please, and tell me

12      if you're able to identify it?

13 A.   Yes.  It's an email from me to our budget analyst at

14      the budget department.

15 Q.   What is the date of that email?

16 A.   December 12th.

17 Q.   What were you communicating to the personnel in the

18      budget department?

19 A.   I just wanted to know what the status was on the

20      budget amendment, and if she was actually -- if she

21      still had it, or had it been given to her director for

22      approval.  So before it goes to the director, the

23      budget director for approval, the department or budget
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1      analyst has to review it first, and then it's

2      submitted to the director for approval.  So I just

3      kind of wanted to know where was it, if you've got it,

4      or does the director, if she has it.

5 Q.   Okay.  And how many times did you communicate with the

6      budget department on this issue, on this budget

7      amendment?

8 A.   Oh, maybe more than once if I sent this.

9 Q.   Okay.  And let the record reflect that the budget

10      amendment that Ms. Ducker was checking on with the

11      budget department as contained in Exhibit Number 3 was

12      pertaining to the amendment, the budget amendment that

13      would have effectively eliminated Bridget Lamar's job

14      as a result of the process that was initiated by

15      Dr. Marcella Anderson back in November of 2018, is

16      that correct, Ms. Ducker?

17 A.   That would be correct.

18 Q.   So was the -- did the budget department ever

19      communicate to you and/or Dr. Anderson that the budget

20      amendment had been approved?

21 A.   They must have.

22 Q.   Okay.  I'm going to show you -- and why do you say

23      they must have?
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1 A.   Because the director would not have met with Ms. Lamar

2      on the 14th.

3 Q.   Okay.  And Exhibit H of, and I'm going to reference --

4                 MR. MUNGO:  We're going to mark

5      Dr. Anderson's copy of the written response as the

6      next exhibit.

7                 (Exhibit No. 4 was marked

8                 for identification.)

9                 MS. HA:  Dr. Anderson, can you just make

10      sure that that response does not contain your personal

11      notes.

12                 DR. ANDERSON:  It does not.  Thank you.

13 BY MR. MUNGO:

14 Q.   Let the record reflect that I'm about to show

15      Ms. Ducker Deposition Exhibit Number 4.  Could you

16      reference Exhibit H, please, and it would be the first

17      email trail towards the top.  Do you see the email

18      from Tanya Stoudemire?  Do you see that email?

19 A.   Yes, sir.

20 Q.   Okay.  And who was Tanya Stoudemire?

21 A.   She was the budget director.

22 Q.   For?

23 A.   The City of Detroit.
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1 Q.   And it was her office, her department that had charge

2      of approving the budget amendment that would have

3      effected the eliminating of Bridget Lamar's job?

4 A.   That's correct.

5 Q.   Have you ever seen this email by the way?  Do you

6      recall having seen it, or any communication from

7      Ms. Stoudemire to that effect?

8 A.   I believe I have.

9 Q.   And what does that email say?  You can read it into

10      the record.

11 A.   Dated 12/13?

12 Q.   Yes.

13 A.   Per our -- from Tanya Stoudemire.  Per our

14      conversation, amendment is being reviewed and will be

15      ready on Monday morning.

16 Q.   Monday morning?

17 A.   Mm-hmm, yes.

18 Q.   Okay.  What does that mean to you in effect?  What was

19      she communicating to you regarding the status of that

20      budget amendment being approved?

21 A.   That it's going to be approved and be ready for pickup

22      on Monday.

23 Q.   Okay.  Had you ever received any communication of that
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1      sort since Dr. Anderson had initiated the paperwork

2      for that budget amendment, in other words,

3      communicating that the documents will be ready on a

4      particular day?

5 A.   I'm sure.

6 Q.   You're sure?

7 A.   I'm sure because I've been the one communicating with

8      budget, so they would have copied me, yes, sir.

9 Q.   They would have copied you, but I'm saying this

10      particular communication here was definitive in terms

11      of saying it would be ready to be picked up, correct?

12 A.   Correct.

13 Q.   And do you recall -- although you may not recall

14      reading this email word for word, you do recall this

15      communication being sent to you and Dr. Anderson,

16      correct?

17 A.   Yes.

18 Q.   And did you have any reason to believe that those

19      documents would not be ready to be picked up on that

20      Monday?

21 A.   No, I would have no reason not to believe that.

22 Q.   All right.  And there was -- and this email was to

23      who, if you look at the email trail?
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1 A.   To the director, with copies to me and Lashinda Stair

2      and Pam Scales.

3 Q.   Okay.  And this -- the date of this email, this

4      communication that the documents would be ready Monday

5      morning was dated what, December --

6 A.   13th.

7 Q.   Of?

8 A.    '18.

9 Q.   2018?

10 A.   2018.

11 Q.   Was that the day after or the day before you and

12      Dr. Anderson met with Bridget Lamar to inform her that

13      the position had been or that the amendment had been

14      approved and that her job would be eliminated?

15 A.   It was the day before.

16 Q.   The day before.  Now, can you remember whether or not

17      that was -- what day of the week the 13th was?

18 A.   The Thursday, because the 14th was a Friday.

19 Q.   Okay.  So then it was your expectation that when you

20      returned to work Monday, that Dr. Anderson and

21      yourself would have the documents to present to

22      Ms. Lamar pertaining to the elimination of her

23      position?  Was that the rationale and was that the
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1      logical conclusion with regard to meeting with

2      Ms. Lamar on that Friday to inform her after you got

3      this message from budget?

4 A.   Yes, the conclusion was that the position had been

5      about approved to be eliminated, that it was done.

6 Q.   It was done?

7 A.   That it was done, and now the employee can be informed

8      that the position has been eliminated.

9 Q.   That's right.  And so does it make sense logically to

10      you to inform Ms. Lamar of that on that Friday

11      afternoon towards the close of business, since Monday

12      the documents will be ready?

13 A.   Yes.

14 Q.   And as an HR professional, why does that make sense to

15      you to do it in that order and in that timing?

16 A.   Well, because why delay.  No sense in delaying

17      something that has already been delayed long enough.

18      The request was made in late October, early November,

19      something like that.  And so they had already had it

20      long enough to -- for it to have been approved.  So

21      there was no need to delay informing Ms. Lamar of what

22      was to come, and to let her know of what her options

23      were at the time.  It was approved, that's why we were
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1      following up on it.

2 Q.   Very good.

3 A.   So it can be done.

4 Q.   Had Dr. Anderson ever expressed to you any anger or

5      animosity against Ms. Lamar?

6 A.   No.

7 Q.   Had she ever made any statements to you at any time

8      that would be disrespectful or denigrating or in any

9      way a put down or thinking lesser of Ms. Lamar at any

10      point in time for any reason?

11 A.   No.

12                 MR. MUNGO:  I think that completes my

13      examination or questioning of Ms. Ducker as a witness

14      for Dr. Anderson.  Thank you very much, Ms. Ducker.  I

15      really appreciate it.  I think they may have

16      questions.

17                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Again, I really want

18      to thank you for coming in.  I appreciate it.  Just a

19      couple of questions.

20                 Dr. Anderson had you come into the office

21      with her to -- when she notified Bridget?

22 A.   Yes.

23                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  When did Dr. Anderson
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1      let you know?  When did she ask you to come into the

2      office?

3 A.   It might have been maybe about 2:30 to meet in her

4      office at 3:30.

5                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Oh, okay.  And can

6      you just tell me how that conversation was?

7 A.   I need you to sit in a meeting with myself.  I'll be

8      letting Ms. Lamar know that the position has been

9      eliminated and what her options are at 3:30.

10                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.  And you sat in

11      when she had that conversation with Ms. Lamar?

12 A.   Yes, ma'am.

13                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Can you just kind of

14      go over the conversation and what happened?  I know it

15      probably was really brief, but I'm just kind of asking

16      to kind of refresh my memory on it.

17 A.   The director -- I was already in there when Bridget

18      came, and the director informed her that the employee

19      services manager II position was being eliminated, and

20      that -- and Ms. Lamar said, well, why?  And she said

21      it was a business decision.  And she asked for some

22      documentation.  And she said, you'll get it later.

23      And she said these will be your options, you can go
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1      back to a previously held title in the series, or back

2      to employee -- well, really to employee services I in

3      the series, or employee services consultant III, which

4      is also in the series; and that you could reach out to

5      Ms. Ursula Holland at the human resources department,

6      they may have a position available.

7                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.  And did you

8      have a conversation with Dr. Anderson prior to you

9      going in the office with her that she was going to be

10      presenting this information to Ms. Lamar?

11 A.   A conversation.

12                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Did you all discuss

13      anything prior?  Because you mentioned that you had an

14      email that stated that the budget amendment was

15      already going to be approved, so I didn't know if you

16      all had a conversation prior to you going in the

17      office about the fact that she was going to be

18      presenting Ms. Lamar with that information that day.

19 A.   I don't know if there was a meeting.

20                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Or conversation,

21      discussion?

22 A.   A conversation at 2:30, I'm going to talk to Ms. Lamar

23      at 3:30 about this position.
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1                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Oh, okay.

2 A.   Being eliminated.

3                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  And did she give

4      Ms. Lamar any documentation?

5 A.   Not at that time, no.

6                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  And you mentioned

7      that you were -- you mentioned that the first time

8      that you had heard that we were doing an

9      investigation, when was that?  Do you remember the

10      date or the time?

11 A.   That came up with this retaliation thing.

12                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.

13 A.   I didn't know anything about nothing else.  This

14      retaliation.

15                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.  Do you

16      remember who you found out that information from, who

17      provided that information or how that came about?

18 A.   About the retaliation charge?

19                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  No, how did you find

20      out the information that you found out from somebody?

21 A.   About the retaliation?  I guess I'm trying to -- about

22      what?

23                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  How did you come to
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1      be aware that there had been an investigation

2      involving our office in the action of retaliation?

3 A.   It was as a result of this retaliation.

4                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Right.

5 A.   Yes.  It was a result of Director Anderson mentioned

6      that -- this retaliation charge.  Retaliation relative

7      to what was the question.  Then about some other

8      investigation that I still don't really know nothing

9      about, so -- but it was in regards to some other

10      investigation that she was involved in, I guess, which

11      is why she was claiming retaliation, Ms. Lamar.

12                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Right.  And I guess

13      what I'm trying to ask you, is there was a question

14      that was asked of you by Mr. Mungo as to when you had

15      became aware that there was information out there

16      regarding that we were doing an investigation.  And

17      you said, yes, you had heard.  I'm asking who did you

18      hear that from or how were you provided that

19      information?  It could have been a rumor, I don't

20      know.

21                 MR. MUNGO:  I think my question was when

22      did she become aware of the allegation of retaliation,

23      not of an investigation.
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1                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  So again when did you

2      become aware?  Did you hear that from somebody?  Did

3      somebody provide that information to you?

4 A.   The director told me about the retaliation charge

5      against her.

6                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.  When did the

7      director tell you that?

8 A.   It must have been when she received notice from this

9      office.

10                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.

11 A.   I don't know a date.

12                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  And that's fine.

13 A.   Yes, I don't know a date, but when she received notice

14      from this office that a charge was alleged against her

15      for retaliation.

16                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.  So that's just

17      how you became aware of it?

18 A.   Yes.

19                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  And I was just trying

20      to find out how you became aware of it.  And you

21      didn't know anything about it prior to that?

22 A.   No.

23                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.
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1                 MS. HA:  I just want to clarify the record,

2      and I don't want to assume the wrong things.  So is it

3      safe to assume that before you met with Dr. Anderson

4      and Bridget Lamar, when Bridget said this is

5      retaliation, you did not know that Bridget had

6      participated in an OIG investigation, is that --

7 A.   I didn't know what she -- I didn't know.

8                 MS. HA:  Okay.  And you only found out what

9      Bridget meant when she said this is retaliation after

10      Bridget said this is retaliation?

11 A.   Correct.

12                 MS. HA:  Okay.

13 BY MR. MUNGO:

14 Q.   Then my question to follow up to that, would that make

15      sense to you?

16 A.   Would what make sense to me, what she was saying?

17 Q.   Yes.

18 A.   It didn't make sense, because I didn't know what she

19      was talking about, what is she retaliating against her

20      for.  So when you say retaliation, I'm thinking it's

21      because you've done -- she did something to her.

22 Q.   So even after you found out about the allegations of

23      the investigation or whatever, it still didn't make
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1      sense to you that that could constitute retaliation,

2      is that correct?

3 A.   Right.

4 Q.   The other question is, when Dr. Anderson spoke to you

5      about the retaliation charge allegations by Ms. Lamar,

6      did Dr. Anderson also ask you whether or not the OIG

7      had contacted you to get an interview?

8 A.   Did she ask me if they contacted me?

9 Q.   Yes.

10 A.   I know they didn't contact me.

11 Q.   Do you have any idea why they wouldn't talk to you?

12 A.   No.

13 Q.   Do you think that it would be -- you would be a

14      material witness to such allegations that that meeting

15      and what happened at that meeting, the timing of the

16      meeting constituting retaliation, don't you think that

17      your testimony, your statement would be very important

18      to such a serious charge if you were there?

19 A.   If I was there, I would have thought that somebody

20      would have reached out since I was sitting in the

21      meeting.

22 Q.   Do you think that the OIG had no clue that you were in

23      the meeting with Dr. Anderson and Bridget Lamar when
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1      Dr. Anderson informed her about the elimination of her

2      position?

3 A.   I would assume they didn't know.

4 Q.   That's what you would assume?

5 A.   That's what I would assume.

6 Q.   You would assume they didn't see your email to budget,

7      the one that we covered here, Exhibit Number 3?  Would

8      you assume that they didn't see that email?

9 A.   I guess they didn't.  My first thought is that I would

10      assume that they didn't know I was in the meeting

11      because maybe nobody told them I was in the meeting.

12      Whoever made the charge, if Ms. Lamar made the charge,

13      she didn't tell them I was in the meeting, so maybe

14      that's why I wasn't called.

15 Q.   Does it make sense that if Ms. Lamar would make such a

16      charge, that she would have told them, that she would

17      have been morally obligated to tell them you were in

18      the meeting?

19 A.   Or at least I was there in the meeting.

20 Q.   Would you expect that it would have been reasonable

21      and that she would have been responsible for letting

22      folks to know that you were in the meeting?

23 A.   That there was a witness, yes.
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1 Q.   That there would have been a witness to this so-called

2      retaliation, which would have been you, right?

3 A.   Right, yes.

4                 MS. HA:  But you didn't know what she meant

5      when she said retaliation at the meeting, correct?

6 A.   As she was walking out, I didn't know what she was

7      relating it to.

8                 MS. HA:  Or that Bridget had communicated

9      or participated in an OIG investigation pertaining to

10      BOPC, you didn't know any of that?

11 A.   No, I didn't know any of that.

12                 MS. HA:  Okay.  That's it.

13 BY MR. MUNGO:

14 Q.   But even had you known, would it make sense to you

15      that that would constitute retaliation what

16      Dr. Anderson told Lamar?

17 A.   I don't know how it would have constituted

18      retaliation, one, because this was being done before

19      the retaliation charge was even made.  It had nothing

20      to do with anything.  It was a business decision to

21      eliminate the position.  It wasn't tied to anything

22      other than a business decision.

23 Q.   Would it have been somewhat suspicious in terms of
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1      Dr. Anderson trying to do something evil or wicked or

2      retaliatory to Ms. Lamar for whatever reason if

3      Dr. Anderson's informing, informing Bridget Lamar

4      about the elimination of her position somehow violated

5      the procedures in which the timing of Dr. Anderson

6      informing her would have violated those procedures,

7      would that have created a little bit more suspicion

8      about whether or not there was retaliation?

9 A.   There would have been suspicion.  Dr. Anderson acted

10      to me appropriately in accordance with the civil

11      service rules in accordance with what she was trying

12      to do for business purposes.  She would not have

13      notified her prior to knowing that the position had

14      been approved to be changed back to the appointed

15      position.  She would not have made notification.  She

16      would not have even known what to do if she had not

17      received guidance from the city's human resources

18      department as well.  She just would not have known any

19      of that.  So there is -- I don't -- the retaliation, I

20      just don't understand that at all, period.

21 Q.   And were there any requirements by way of the standard

22      operating procedures or policies that Dr. Anderson was

23      not supposed to share the elimination -- share with
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1      Lamar that her position was being eliminated at that

2      time?  Were there any rules saying that Dr. Anderson

3      could not do that at that time?

4 A.   There are no rules saying that she couldn't do it.

5 Q.   So doing so didn't violate any rules, right?

6 A.   No, no.

7 Q.   And did -- that thought just blew away from me.  So

8      give me just a moment.

9                 MS. BENTLEY:  I have one question.  Do you

10      mind if I go ahead and ask it while you're thinking?

11                 MR. MUNGO:  Go ahead.

12                 MS. BENTLEY:  I'll have you turn back to

13      Exhibit H.  I believe you read on the record this

14      email from Tanya Stoudemire on December 13th at 2018.

15      Can you tell me what time that email was?

16 A.   3:50 p.m.

17                 MS. BENTLEY:  And would you just read it

18      one more time?

19 A.   Per our conversation, amendment is being reviewed and

20      will be ready on Monday morning, Tanya Stoudemire.

21                 MS. BENTLEY:  Thank you.  And then just

22      continuing in that email strand, so this email here,

23      it's to who?
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1 A.   That's to Ursula from the director.

2                 MS. BENTLEY:  Can you also tell us the date

3      and time of that?

4 A.   12/13/2108, 4:26 p.m.

5                 MS. BENTLEY:  And will you just read what

6      that says?

7 A.   It was my intention to inform her this week, however

8      the budget amendment is not processed.

9                 MS. BENTLEY:  So not processed, what does

10      that mean to you?

11 A.   Not approved.

12                 MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  Thank you.  I don't

13      have any other questions.

14 BY MR. MUNGO:

15 Q.   So with regard to it being processed, what does that

16      mean to you, Ms. Ducker, in terms of being processed?

17      What does that mean to you?

18 A.   Not approved at that point.

19 Q.   Okay.

20 A.   Because it's being processed.

21 Q.   So do you see a difference between that email and the

22      one you just read, the one here, per our conversation

23      the amendment is being reviewed and will be ready on
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1      Monday.

2 A.   No difference, not to me.

3 Q.   Okay.  So what does that --

4 A.   This means that Tanya has it -- to me, Tanya has it,

5      she's reviewing it, and it will be ready on Monday

6      morning approved.

7 Q.   That's what it means?

8 A.   That's what it means to me.

9 Q.   Okay.  So counsel just asked you a statement --

10                 MS. BENTLEY:  Are you speculating on that,

11      though?

12 A.   If it wasn't going to be approved, they would have

13      told us.  If they needed more information, they would

14      have told us.

15                 MS. BENTLEY:  Reviewed, though, it doesn't

16      necessarily say approved or not approved?

17 A.   That's true, that's true.

18 BY MR. MUNGO:

19 Q.   So you've dealt with budget before in processes like

20      this, correct?

21 A.   Yes.

22 Q.   Typically when you get a message saying it's going to

23      be ready on a certain day, whatever word they used,
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1      whether it's processed or reviewed, if they said it

2      it's going to be ready on a certain day, the fact that

3      they said it's going to be ready, it obviously means

4      they've approved it, correct?

5 A.   Right.

6 Q.   And counsel just asked you a question that that's

7      something that you can't be sure about, but in this

8      particular case would you be sure that after receiving

9      a message from budget saying that it's being reviewed

10      and will be ready on Monday, is there any question in

11      your mind that that means it was approved?

12 A.   No question, it's approved.

13 Q.   Okay.  All right.  And the other question that I have

14      for you is were you aware that Ursula Holland had

15      recommended to Dr. Anderson on more than one occasion

16      to inform Bridget Lamar that her position was being

17      eliminated before you received approval that it was?

18      Were you aware of that?

19 A.   Was I aware -- say that one more time.

20 Q.   Ursula Holland had urged Dr. Anderson to inform

21      Bridget Lamar that her position was being eliminated

22      on previously occasions, on more than one occasion in

23      fact?  Were you aware that Ursula Holland advised and
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1      encouraged Dr. Anderson to tell Bridget Lamar that her

2      position was being eliminated long before the 13th and

3      the 14th?  If you don't recall that, that's fine.  But

4      if you do, tell us what you know about that.

5 A.   I recall Ursula being engaged in this process and

6      indicating that she possibly had a position for her

7      over there.  In terms of encouraging the --

8      encouraging her to be notified, I don't know if I can

9      say that, because the position hadn't been changed

10      yet, so.

11 Q.   It hadn't been approved yet?

12 A.   It hadn't been approved yet.  So why say something to

13      her if a thing is not going to be approved yet.

14 Q.   Okay.  So why would it be inappropriate or not a good

15      business decision to inform an employee that their

16      position is going to be eliminated before you have

17      some reasonable assurance that it was approved?  Why

18      would that not be wise or good or healthy or

19      comfortable or in the best interest of the employee?

20 A.   Because you're making assumptions that you have no

21      control over.

22 Q.   Okay.  So if Ursula urged Dr. Anderson to do so, that

23      would have been inappropriate in your opinion?
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1 A.   It would have been inappropriate, because it still has

2      to go through an approval process.

3                 MR. MUNGO:  All right.  I'm done.

4                 MS. HA:  No questions.

5                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  No questions.

6                 MS. BENTLEY:  Thank you very much for your

7      time.

8                 (Brief recess.)

9                J E R M A I N E   W Y R I C K

10      was thereupon called as a witness herein, and after

11      first being duly sworn to tell the truth, the whole

12      truth and nothing but the truth, testified as

13      follows:

14                         EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. MUNGO:

16 Q.   Mr. Wyrick.

17 A.   Yes.

18 Q.   Good afternoon to you.  So Mr. Wyrick, could you state

19      for the record what your occupation is, sir?

20 A.   My full name is Jermaine Wyrick.  I'm currently the

21      attorney for the Board of Police Commissioners.

22 Q.   Do you know Dr. Anderson?

23 A.   Yes, in her capacity when she became the personnel
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1      director last fall, I think around October last fall.

2 Q.   Okay.  So you were serving as the attorney for the

3      Board of Police Commissioners at that time?

4 A.   Yes, since July of 2017 is when I started.

5 Q.   Okay.  And do you recall the process that she had gone

6      through in order to be selected for that position?

7 A.   I recall the board -- I didn't actually participate in

8      the interviews, but there were interviews in a board

9      room similar to this room that some of the board

10      members conducted of several candidates.  In fact, I

11      remember Dr. Anderson, although I didn't know her

12      specifically.  She had a very nice smile, you know,

13      sitting outside the room one day, and I kind of recall

14      her from that.

15 Q.   But you're familiar with the process that was engaged

16      by the city in order to -- that resulted in the

17      selection of Dr. Anderson for the position as director

18      of HR?

19 A.   Yes.  Mainly I think by the personnel committee of the

20      Board of Police Commission.  I think they were the

21      ones that actually more or less took in the candidates

22      as far as interviews and reviewing resumes.  I believe

23      Mr. Hicks also participated as well.
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1 Q.   How many candidates applied for that position to fill

2      that position, if you recall?

3 A.   Off the top of my head I don't -- I want to be precise

4      with the number.  I believe at least 10 or 11, but I

5      could be wrong.

6 Q.   Among the 10 or 11, the number of applicants that

7      applied for that position, HR director for the City of

8      Detroit Police Department, was Ms. Bridget Lamar one

9      of those candidates?

10 A.   Yes, she was.

11 Q.   And was she selected?

12 A.   No.

13 Q.   Okay.  Was she serving as interim director of HR at

14      the time she applied?

15 A.   Yes, she was.  In fact, she became the interim

16      director after the prior permanent director, Ms. Gail

17      Oxendine left, which was actually around the same time

18      I started.  I think she became the interim director

19      probably in 2017.

20 Q.   All right.  So did you notice any change in

21      Ms. Lamar's attitude or any reactions good or bad

22      after she was not selected as the HR director for the

23      City of Detroit Police Department?
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1 A.   I know when Dr. Anderson first started, she was more

2      or less giving her -- you know, I heard a lot of

3      things that I probably don't really want to get into

4      just by virtue of it might be hearsay or speculative

5      or that kind of thing, but I heard that it was more or

6      less kind of a -- at the time there was kind a toxic

7      environment not only towards Dr. Anderson, but even

8      some of the things amongst board members and other

9      staff, that type of thing.

10 Q.   So would it be fair to say that Ms. Lamar was

11      displeased with the fact that she was not selected as

12      the director for the Detroit Police Department, HR

13      director?

14 A.   From what I understand, yes.

15                 MR. MUNGO:  So I'm going to -- let the

16      record reflect that I'm about to show Attorney Wyrick

17      Deposition Exhibit Number 5, and I believe you all

18      made copies of it.  Very good.

19                 (Exhibit No. 5 was marked

20                 for identification.)

21 BY MR. MUNGO:

22 Q.   So Attorney Wyrick, I'm going to ask you to review

23      that document, and after you've had an opportunity to
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1      do so, would you so indicate, please?

2 A.   I've reviewed it.

3 Q.   Okay.  Attorney Wyrick, do you recognize that

4      document?

5 A.   Yes.

6 Q.   And for the record, what is that document, please?

7 A.   It's more or less a compilation of the information

8      that we, and by we I mean the BOPC and Dr. Anderson

9      were more or less compiling related to the initial IG

10      investigation of Mr. Robert Brown's promotion.

11 Q.   So you were requested by the OIG, Office of Inspector

12      General, to provide documents to their investigators?

13 A.   Yes.  Specifically, Ms. Hendricks-Moore was the person

14      that I was more or less communicating with.

15 Q.   Okay.  And so the documents that you just reviewed

16      that are part of Deposition Exhibit Number 5 would be

17      documents that Dr. Anderson provided you with in

18      response to OIG's request for documents pursuant to

19      their investigation, correct?

20 A.   Yes.  I mean, including like some email exchanges

21      between me and her on that subject matter.

22                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  And let the record

23      reflect that, that the first three or four pages
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1      consist of email chain communications between Attorney

2      Wyrick and Dr. Anderson pursuant to Dr. Anderson

3      providing those documents to Attorney Wyrick.

4 BY MR. MUNGO:

5 Q.   Attorney Wyrick, did Dr. Anderson herself personally

6      engage in producing these particular documents that

7      are part of Deposition -- I'm sorry, Exhibit Number 5?

8 A.   Yes, absolutely.  In fact, the documents reflect that.

9 Q.   Okay.  And did you ever at any point in time

10      experience any reluctance by Dr. Anderson to provide

11      information to you or to the OIG pursuant to their

12      investigation?

13 A.   No.  She was fully cooperative.

14 Q.   So at no time was she reluctant or tardy in supplying

15      documents or anything of that a sort?

16 A.   No.

17 Q.   Okay.  Very good.  Did there come a time in which

18      there was a subsequent request for documents that you

19      received from the OIG that you forwarded to

20      Dr. Anderson to participate in and to assist in

21      providing to you so that you could respond to OIG's

22      request?

23 A.   Yes.  There was actually communication either by phone
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1      or email or both from Investigator Moore more or less

2      saying that the documentation that we provided, which

3      would include the exhibit that you just referenced,

4      was not sufficient, and that the BOPC would be

5      required to submit more information.  And based upon

6      that, Investigator Hendricks-Moore also suggested that

7      I talk to personnel about it, that they had talked to

8      Ms. Lamar, and so then naturally I re-sent that to

9      Dr. Anderson with her being the personnel director.

10 Q.   And before we move forward, the first document

11      requests that were fulfilled seem to be during the

12      time period of early December, December 3rd according

13      to the dates on the email trail that are attached to

14      Exhibit 5.  Would that be right around the same period

15      of time in which the documents were provided to you by

16      Dr. Anderson pursuant to OIG's request?

17 A.   Yes.

18 Q.   December 3rd.  Then the second request came

19      December 13th I believe, would that be correct?

20 A.   Yes, as I recall.

21                 (Exhibit No. 6 was marked

22                 for identification.)

23                 MR. MUNGO:  Let the record reflect I'm
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1      about to show Attorney Wyrick Exhibit Number 6.

2 BY MR. MUNGO:

3 Q.   Could you take a look at that document and tell me if

4      you recognize that, please?

5 A.   Yes.

6 Q.   What is that document for the record, please?

7 A.   It appears to be an email communication from

8      Dr. Anderson to myself.

9 Q.   Okay.  And the communication would be regarding what?

10 A.   Our response, and by our, I mean the BOPC response to

11      the IG investigation.

12 Q.   And this would be pursuant to the request that was

13      received by you from OIG on December 13th, correct?

14 A.   Yes.

15 Q.   Okay.  And so can you take us -- walk us through this

16      exchange and kind of fill in the blanks and tell us

17      what occurred?

18 A.   This isn't really the complete exchange, but what it

19      does is this more or less explains Dr. Anderson's

20      position as she was just trying to work together with

21      Ms. Lamar and not duplicate the same documents that

22      she was under the impression that Ms. Lamar had

23      already tendered in order to cooperate with the
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1      investigation pursuant to the city charter.

2 Q.   So there are emails in the portion of this email trail

3      that is not reflected in Exhibit 6?

4 A.   Yes.  There is an initial series of emails.  Because

5      the initial series of emails was actually on

6      December 13th, and this communication was on the 14th.

7 Q.   On the 14th?

8 A.   Right, which I brought a copy of just --

9 Q.   Okay.  I think we may have it in the written response.

10      Okay.  So I'm going to refer you to Exhibit 4, and if

11      you can look at the Exhibit E attached to Exhibit 4.

12      Would that be the communication that you were

13      referencing as part of the earlier chain in which you

14      were requested a second time by OIG for documents, and

15      you forwarded that request to Dr. Anderson?

16 A.   Yes.  This is actually the one email that I initially

17      sent to Dr. Anderson that day.

18 Q.   Okay.  And just for the record, what does that email

19      communicate?

20 A.   It said I spoke with Investigator Hendricks-Moore

21      regarding this matter.  She will be sending me a

22      written letter requesting more documents tomorrow,

23      which she thinks will come from your department.
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1      She's interested in any job descriptions for executive

2      level positions in the BOPC.  I've already forwarded a

3      copy of your position, which I had a copy of via

4      email, but no others, because I just started here

5      myself in July of 2017.

6 Q.   Very good.  And subsequent to sending that email,

7      which is Exhibit E attached to Dr. Anderson's written

8      response, which is part of Exhibit 4, subsequent to

9      that email, what occurred?

10 A.   There was an exchange -- there was more exchange -- I

11      think as a direct result of this, and I don't want to

12      speak for Dr. Anderson, she naturally reached out to

13      Bridget Lamar in light of this, because there was some

14      communication to, and I don't know if this was via

15      email or -- I think it's via email, that I have on the

16      13th that more or less Ms. Lamar had -- actually this

17      emails says that early on in the investigation she

18      spoke with Bridget Lamar.  This says it right there.

19      As a result of that, Dr. Anderson reached out to Ms.

20      Lamar.

21 Q.   So just to make sure that the record is really clear,

22      who was it that communicated that someone had spoken

23      to Bridget Lamar regarding the OIG's request for
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1      documents pursuant to their investigation?

2 A.   Investigator Hendricks-Moore.

3 Q.   Hendricks-Moore communicated to you that they had

4      already spoken and gotten documents and information

5      from Bridget Lamar?

6 A.   Yes.

7 Q.   Okay.  In pursuit of their investigation?

8 A.   Yes.

9 Q.   And you conveyed that information to Dr. Anderson?

10 A.   Yes.

11 Q.   Okay.  And the reason you conveyed the information

12      about Bridget Lamar having provided the information to

13      the OIG previously pursuant to your being informed by

14      Hendricks-Moore, the OIG investigator, you provided --

15      you forwarded that information to Dr. Anderson letting

16      her know that Bridget Lamar has been participating and

17      already provided documents and information to OIG,

18      correct?

19 A.   Yes.

20 Q.   Okay.  And why did you do that?  Why did you reference

21      that to -- the fact that Bridget Lamar had already

22      participated in providing information and documents to

23      Dr. Anderson?
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1 A.   Because under the charter we, and by we I mean

2      individually and collectively I as the Board's

3      attorney, Dr. Anderson as the personnel director, and

4      just the overall BOPC are required to cooperate with

5      an IG investigation.  So in terms of meeting that

6      obligation and duty, I felt compelled to let

7      Dr. Anderson know that.  I just thought it would help

8      her, help assist her cooperation and due diligence in

9      terms of cooperating.

10 Q.   Okay.  So it just made sense for the sake of

11      efficiency that whatever documents were coming,

12      because they were all coming from the same group,

13      right, the HR group?

14 A.   Yes, the HR department.

15 Q.   That Dr. Anderson was overseeing, she was director of?

16 A.   Yes.  And with Ms. Lamar being more or less in some

17      respects as the interim, Dr. Anderson's predecessor.

18                 MR. MUNGO:  Would you mark this, please.

19                 (Exhibit No. 7 was marked

20                 for identification.)

21 BY MR. MUNGO:

22 Q.   Would you take a look at Deposition -- I'm sorry,

23      Exhibit Number 7.  I do too many depositions.  And
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1      then after you've been able to identify that document,

2      please so indicate?

3 A.   This is more or less an email exchange between the

4      three of us, and by the three of us I mean myself,

5      Dr. Anderson, and Bridget Lamar.  It seems as though

6      the date was on December 13th after 5:00 p.m.

7 Q.   Okay.  I'm going to ask you to hold that document in

8      abeyance for just a moment, and I'm going to have this

9      marked.

10                 (Exhibit No. 8 was marked

11                 for identification.)

12 BY MR. MUNGO:

13 Q.   So Attorney Wyrick, I'm going to direct your attention

14      to Exhibit 8, and I want you to take a look at that

15      document, and then we're going to keep 7 handy here

16      because we're going to go back to that in a moment.

17                 Once you're able to identify that document,

18      would you please indicate that you have?

19 A.   This is similar to Exhibit 7 in that it's another

20      email communications, I would say that plural, between

21      myself and Dr. Anderson and Ms. Lamar.  I think the

22      timing is different in that this was earlier in time

23      that day, and by that I mean before 5:00.
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1 Q.   Okay.  I want you to go to the second to the last

2      page.  And the emails are somewhat overlapping, and to

3      some extent you may see a duplicate email on a

4      different page, but simply because of some of the

5      email trail is not on the other page as it happens to

6      be sometimes.  But I want you to take a look at the

7      second to the last page.  It's a communication from

8      Ms. Anderson to Ms. Lamar.  Are you there?

9 A.   Yes, I'm there.

10 Q.   Have you had an opportunity to read that email from

11      Dr. Anderson to Bridget Lamar?

12 A.   Yes.

13 Q.   Okay.  And do you have any recollection of this

14      communication occurring between Dr. Anderson and

15      Ms. Lamar?

16 A.   Yes.  From what I could discern, and I was CC'd on

17      this email, it says that it was sent at 14:23, which

18      would be 2:23 that day on December 13th.  And more or

19      less this would have been the initial email that

20      Dr. Anderson sent to Ms. Lamar in response to the

21      additional information that was requested of myself

22      from the IG's office.

23 Q.   Okay.  And there was -- if you go to the next page, I
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1      believe you see Ms. Lamar responding.  When I say the

2      next page, the next page towards the front.

3 A.   Okay.

4 Q.   And at the very bottom there you'll see an email from

5      Bridget Lamar on 12/13 of '18 at 3:56 p.m.  And I

6      notice how some of these times are military times and

7      others are regular time.  But are you there?

8 A.   Yes.

9 Q.   Okay.  Do you see the communication from Ms. Lamar

10      back to Dr. Anderson?

11 A.   Yes.

12 Q.   And do you recall this communication sent by Bridget

13      Lamar to Dr. Anderson pursuant to her request for

14      Ms. Lamar to provide a summary?

15 A.   Yes.

16 Q.   Can you tell us about that?  What do you know about

17      this particular exchange?

18 A.   That was when Ms. Lamar more or less opposed

19      Dr. Anderson's request for additional information.

20 Q.   Was this the very first expression of resistance by

21      Ms. Lamar to providing Dr. Anderson with any

22      information regarding her participation in the OIG

23      investigation?
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1 A.   Yes.

2 Q.   Okay.  This would be the first instance of that.  And

3      so just for the record, what is she saying in essence?

4 A.   When you say "she," you mean Ms. Lamar?

5 Q.   Yes, yes, Ms. Lamar.

6 A.   It says, "The interview was part of an investigation.

7      I'm not certain that that information can be shared.

8      I will reach out to the investigator and inquire."

9 Q.   What did you learn, if anything, that Ms. Lamar meant

10      by communicating this message to Dr. Anderson?

11 A.   Well, to resolve it, I more or less looked at the

12      charter and the charter specifically says that

13      information given within an IG investigation is

14      considered confidential information, and then I

15      communicated that both to Dr. Anderson and Ms. Lamar.

16 Q.   Okay.

17 A.   And I also had my own response to it at 5:00 as well

18      as reflected there.

19 Q.   And for the record, what was your response to Bridget

20      Lamar's message to Dr. Anderson regarding

21      Dr. Anderson's request for a summary of her

22      participate in the investigation?

23 A.   Well, I responded directly to Ms. Lamar myself.
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1      "Please don't, we understand if you cannot share the

2      information.  We were just trying to coordinate

3      information and give to them in an effective and

4      efficient manner."

5 Q.   Okay.  And then was there a response to your email by

6      Dr. Anderson?

7 A.   Yes.  She said thank you both for your help, and

8      that's directed to me and Ms.  Lamar.

9 Q.   So this is right on the heels and in direct sequence

10      to Ms. Lamar's communication that she didn't believe

11      that she should share information that she provided

12      pursuant to the OIG investigation, correct?

13 A.   Yes, because I sent that communication at 5:00, and

14      then Dr. Anderson thanked me at 5:08, and she thanked

15      both of us at 5:26.

16 Q.   And you mean she thanked Ms. Lamar, too?

17 A.   Yes.  She said thank you for both your help, and it's

18      directed to Bridget Lamar and myself.

19 Q.   Does that sound like Dr. Anderson was upset with

20      Ms. Lamar for not providing the summary?

21 A.   No, not at all.

22 Q.   And it's certainly not apparent from this

23      communication, is it?
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1 A.   No.

2 Q.   All right.  And then I want you to look at the next

3      page going towards the front, Page 1 of 4.  There is

4      an email from Dr. Anderson, and I notice you were

5      copied on that email as well, correct?

6 A.   Yes.

7 Q.   And what happened there?  What is Dr. Anderson

8      communicating to Bridget?

9 A.   It says, "I'm sorry that you took the email that way

10      as it was not my intent.  My intent was as Attorney

11      Wyrick said to effectively gather information.  You

12      and I represent the same department.  I have no

13      interest or intent to impede an investigation.  I am

14      willing to meet with the IG and his or her supervisor

15      to provide clarification.  I also have no problem not

16      being a part of this investigation."  And she CC'd our

17      commissioners on that as well.

18 Q.   She CC's the commissioners.  So does this appear to be

19      sour grapes from Dr. Anderson that she's upset with

20      Ms. Bridget Lamar for not providing the information

21      about her participation in the investigation?

22 A.   No.

23 Q.   It doesn't sound like it, does it?  It's apparent, and
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1      the document obviously speaks for itself.  And what is

2      the time on this apology, please?

3 A.   5:48 p.m. the same day.

4 Q.   5:48 p.m., all right.  Now, I want you to -- so at

5      this point did you consider things resolved?

6 A.   Yes.

7 Q.   That issue resolved?

8 A.   Yes.

9 Q.   At 5:48 that evening on the 13th, you considered this

10      whole issue regarding the request for the summary made

11      by Dr. Anderson to Bridget Lamar regarding her

12      participation in the OIG investigation and Bridget

13      Lamar resisting it because she thought there was

14      something inappropriate about it, and you informed

15      her, yes, that's right, don't do it, and Dr. Anderson

16      thanked you and thanked her for it, did you consider

17      this matter resolved at that point?

18 A.   Yes.

19 Q.   Now let's take a look at something else.  I'm going to

20      direct your attention to Exhibit 7.  In particular I

21      want you to turn to the second page -- maybe not the

22      second page.  Yes, the second page.  Attorney Wyrick,

23      do you see the email from Bridget Lamar toward the top
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1      of the page, from Bridget Lamar to both you and -- she

2      says good evening all.  And I'm assuming that --

3 A.   That's not what I have.

4 Q.   I'm sorry?

5 A.   That's the first page?

6 Q.   The second.

7 A.   The second page is different.

8 Q.   Oh, wait a minute.  Is that 7?

9 A.   Yes.

10 Q.   Actually it's the third page.  I'm sorry, I didn't

11      finish my hooked on phonics.

12                 Could you all excuse me for one quick

13      moment, please.

14                 (Brief recess.)

15 BY MR. MUNGO:

16 Q.   So as I stated prior to the break, that at a little

17      after 5:00 you considered that entire issue of

18      Ms. Lamar's resistance to provide this information to

19      Dr. Anderson resolved?

20 A.   Yes.

21 Q.   And now you're looking at the third page of Exhibit 7

22      towards the top where Ms. Lamar fires off another

23      email, correct?
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1 A.   Yes.

2 Q.   And she's firing it off sending it to both you and

3      Dr. Anderson, is that correct?

4 A.   Yes.

5 Q.   And what is she stating here in this email?  After

6      this issue was resolved, what is she stating?

7 A.   She sends it at 6:33 and she says, "I want to be

8      absolutely clear, I have not provided the IG's office

9      with any documents.  I felt it was highly

10      inappropriate to be asked to provide a summary of

11      information that was provided as part of an

12      investigation."

13 Q.   Now hold on just a minute, stop right there.  Do you

14      consider this necessary, or is this viewed as an

15      obvious act of fanning the fire and escalating

16      unnecessarily a situation that should be forgotten

17      about?

18 A.   Perhaps escalation.

19 Q.   Continue reading the rest of her message long after

20      this problem was resolved.

21 A.   "How do you know I was contacted?  Was probing

22      involved?  I don't know exactly what is going on nor

23      do I need to know.  Therefore I respectfully ask not
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1      to be contacted by the BOPC or its representatives

2      regarding this matter again.  Additionally, I want the

3      emails regarding this matter to stop.  All of this is

4      very uncomfortable and causing undue stress."

5 Q.   Okay.  How do you interpret such an email after an

6      apology has been made by essentially you, too, and

7      Dr. Anderson about the entire matter, and made it

8      clear, you made it very clear to her that she doesn't

9      have to respond and you didn't expect her to respond,

10      you didn't expect Dr. Anderson to respond.  But yet

11      she sends an email like this as though she was egging

12      you on and egging someone on to keep the -- to build

13      the flame out of something that was nothing?  How do

14      you interpret that?

15 A.   As hostility really.

16 Q.   Did she seem to have like sour grapes towards

17      Dr. Anderson as a result of not getting that position?

18 A.   You can interpret --

19 Q.   In your opinion.

20 A.   You can interpret it that way, but I think it even

21      went beyond that, because she's mentioning the BOPC

22      and the representatives.  So I think at that point

23      she's directing it toward me and other people within
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1      the BOPC as well.

2 Q.   So she sort of had this bitter agenda going?

3 A.   Yes, you could say that.

4 Q.   So it's just wasn't -- it wasn't just limited to

5      yourself and Dr. Anderson, it was others?

6 A.   No, I mean, she said BOPC or its representatives.  So,

7      that's a pool.

8 Q.   Now, I know there were emails subsequent to that that

9      you sent in response to this email as well as

10      Dr. Anderson, but they were all of the same nature,

11      correct?

12 A.   When you say subsequent to?

13 Q.   Well, after that email, yes.

14 A.   I don't recall off the top of my head.  I'm pretty

15      sure that I did, but, you know, I would have to see

16      it.

17 Q.   But in any event, in any event, you will not find any

18      of those emails subsequent to that instigating

19      antagonistic communication after everything that had

20      been involved from either yourself or Dr. Anderson

21      that would in any way suggest to anybody that you or

22      Dr. Anderson had a problem with following the rules

23      and not pursuing trying to get any documents or
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1      information from Bridget Lamar, correct?

2 A.   No.  I mean, especially after 5:30 after I cited the

3      specific section of the charter pertaining to an IG

4      investigation.

5 Q.   And what page are you looking at now?  That would be

6      what, the third or fourth page of is that Exhibit 7 or

7      8?

8 A.   I think it was Exhibit 7, the second page.

9 Q.   The second page?

10 A.   Yes.

11 Q.   Yes, down at the bottom.  Please don't, we understand

12      if you cannot share the information, we're just trying

13      to coordinate the information and give it to them in

14      an effective and efficient manner.

15 A.   That's what I was referencing earlier, but at the top

16      is when I referenced the Article 7.5.

17 Q.   There you go.  That was at 5 p.m., and this is at 5:30

18      you respond again to her and say Article 7.5 Chapter 3

19      of the Charter discussed the Office of Inspector

20      General under Section 7.5-313, Confidentiality?

21 A.   Yes.

22 Q.   All investigative files of the Office of Inspector

23      General shall be confidential and shall not be
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1      divulged to any person except the U.S. Attorney,

2      Michigan Attorney General, or Wayne County

3      Prosecutors, and you sent that to Ms. Anderson as

4      well?

5 A.   Dr. Anderson and Ms. Lamar.

6 Q.   Yes, Dr. Anderson.  Thank you.  And Bridget Lamar?

7 A.   Yes.

8 Q.   So where is the problem here?  Where is the pursuit of

9      Ms. Lamar about this information that has already been

10      determined and agreed that she -- that it was

11      inappropriate to ask her for it, and that no one is

12      now pursuing it?  How does this thing continue?  How

13      did Ms. Lamar continue this train, this trail of email

14      communications expressing hostility as though you,

15      Attorney Wyrick, and Dr. Anderson were in pursuit of

16      her and agitating her and still trying to get this

17      information out of her?  Didn't you perceive her

18      response to be as such?

19 A.   I definitely perceived it to be hostile.

20 Q.   Yes.  And she continued to pursue this issue that was

21      resolved?

22 A.   I mean, because she did, she probed deeper, and by

23      that I mean she asked more questions and that type of
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1      thing, and we didn't.  And by she, I mean Ms. Lamar.

2 Q.   Are you familiar with the process for transitioning in

3      this case Bridget Lamar's job from a civil service

4      position back to an executive appointed position?

5 A.   My understanding of that factually is that Ms. Lamar's

6      predecessor, Gail Oxendine, made Ms. Lamar's position

7      a civil service position, but prior to that and under

8      the charter, very specifically I think 7-811, the

9      personnel director appoints at their pleasure a deputy

10      director to serve in an appointed position.  But from

11      what I understand, that was changed by Ms. Oxendine

12      from an appointed position that Ms. Lamar was in to a

13      civil service position.

14 Q.   Okay.  Is that under the provisions that pertain --

15      oh, that's 7 --

16 A.   7-811 pertains specifically to the personnel director

17      position, and a deputy director that services under

18      the personnel director.

19 Q.   Got it.  And as a result, Dr. Anderson had the

20      authority to in fact make that transition of Bridget

21      Lamar's position from a civil service position to an

22      executive appointed position, correct?

23 A.   Yes.  I think -- the actual civil service from what I
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1      understand status itself made it more difficult to do

2      that, but under the charter itself, her deputy

3      director is an appointee that serves at her pleasure,

4      and by her I mean the personnel director.

5 Q.   Absolutely, absolutely.  So there was nothing so far

6      as you knew as the attorney for the Board of Police

7      Commissioners wherein Dr. Anderson's choosing to

8      eliminate Bridget Lamar's position that was contrary

9      to the city charter, the city code, or any policies or

10      procedures and/or laws?

11 A.   No.

12 Q.   Okay.  And the OIG has made a point on more than one

13      occasion, Attorney Wyrick, that their focus in this

14      matter in alleging that Dr. Anderson had committed the

15      or had engaged in retaliation against Bridget Lamar

16      was because of the timing in which Dr. Anderson chose

17      to disclose to Bridget Lamar that her position was

18      being eliminated, that is on the 14th of December

19      right after on the 13th of December this email

20      exchange about the sharing of information pursuant to

21      the Board's -- pursuant to the OIG's request for

22      information regarding their investigation that we just

23      discussed that we agreed was resolved, and yet Bridget
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1      Lamar comes back again almost an hour later with

2      continued inflammatory emails.  This particular point

3      and the gravamen that has been articulated to

4      Dr. Anderson through her attorney, me, that their

5      focus is not so much that Dr. Anderson had began to

6      eliminate her position prior to Ms. Lamar's alleged

7      protected activity, that's not what the OIG is

8      focusing on, okay.  In other words, Dr. Anderson

9      didn't start the process of eliminating Ms. Lamar's

10      position after she engaged in the protected activity.

11      The OIG has acknowledged that Dr. Anderson started

12      that process prior to Ms. Lamar engaging in her

13      protected activity.  They're saying that

14      Dr. Anderson -- evidence of Dr. Anderson retaliating

15      against Ms. Lamar is the timing in which Dr. Anderson

16      chose to share with Ms. Lamar that her position was

17      being eliminated, and that would be the day after the

18      email exchange about her providing information to

19      Dr. Anderson pursuant to the OIG's request for

20      additional information.  Sir, do you have any opinion

21      at all as to whether or not that stands scrutiny in

22      light of the charter, city ordinance, any policies or

23      procedures or laws?
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1 A.   Well, I don't see where Dr. Anderson retaliated even

2      from a factual standpoint, and I think you just

3      referenced this.  She had already begun a series of

4      processes from what I understand working with the

5      central human resources department at KMAC and within

6      the chief's office with AC Stair, assistant chief

7      Stair to more or less get approval to do so prior to

8      this communication on December 13th.

9 Q.   Let the record show I'm about to show Attorney Wyrick

10      Exhibit 6.  Can you take a look at that document, sir,

11      and after you've done so, if you can so indicate I

12      would appreciate it.

13 A.   I've reviewed it.

14 Q.   Okay.  Attorney Wyrick, do you recognize that

15      document, sir?

16 A.   Yes.

17 Q.   And the content -- the subject matter, could you

18      articulate for the record, sir, what that document

19      addresses, the content of that document?

20 A.   This communication is between me and Dr. Anderson

21      mainly on -- actually it begins if you look at the

22      last page December 13th going into December 14th,

23      between December 13th at 5:38 p.m. to December 14th at
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1      3:06 p.m.  Her initial, by her I mean Dr. Anderson's,

2      initial communication was asking me for the email

3      address and she's saying AG, but I think she meant to

4      say IG.  And then in response to that I told her that

5      we could talk about it at the 6:30 p.m. meeting or she

6      could call me on my cell.  And then I said that I was

7      formulating a response to Ms. Lamar's latest email,

8      does she still work in HR for you.  I know you said

9      she is transferring.

10 Q.   Okay.  And then her response, Dr. Anderson's response,

11      do you see that?

12 A.   On the very first page it says, "I asked for a summary

13      document so I could begin to gather related

14      information and documents.  Again, as HR, I thought we

15      could work together and not duplicate the same

16      documents.  My apologies for misunderstanding the

17      process."

18 Q.   What does that represent to you, a director of HR that

19      has sour grapes about not having gotten the documents,

20      or a sober recognition and responsible response to a

21      prohibition based upon the rules that she readily

22      acknowledged and is willing to abide by?

23 A.   I interpret it her more or less cooperating per the
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1      charter with her duties to cooperate, coupled with

2      just more or less due diligence in doing so, making

3      sure that she could do everything she can to gather

4      information.  Once she found out she was prohibited

5      from such, then it seems as though she had backed off.

6      And the only thing I neglected to mention, on the

7      bottom of that page, in response to my question about

8      does Ms. Lamar still work for you, on December 14th at

9      1:57 she says, "Yes, and she has not been told of the

10      transfer."

11 Q.   And that was as of 1:57 p.m. on the 14th, correct?

12 A.   Yes.

13 Q.   Which was approximately an hour and a half prior to

14      her meeting with Ms. Lamar and Ms. Ducker?

15 A.   I wasn't part of that.

16 Q.   You wouldn't know that.  We can't have you knowing

17      everything, right?

18 A.   Right.

19 Q.   You can't be everywhere at one time.  Okay.

20                 MR. MUNGO:  I need to take a quick break

21      and go off the record for just a moment, please.

22                 (Brief recess.)

23 BY MR. MUNGO:
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1 Q.   Attorney Wyrick, is there any additional information

2      that you might have that you think would be helpful to

3      this tribunal in providing insight as to their

4      concern, and that is specifically not so much whether

5      or not Dr. Anderson began the process of eliminating

6      Ms. Lamar's position as a response to her engaging in

7      protected activity, but that the timing, the time in

8      which Dr. Anderson shared information with Ms. Lamar

9      about the elimination of her position being an act of

10      retaliation, is there anything that you have to share

11      with this tribunal that would help them to soberly

12      assess the facts as they are or were on that issue, on

13      that point, or anything else you want to add that you

14      think would be helpful?

15 A.   Yes.  From what I recall Dr. Anderson was being very,

16      very careful in terms of how she handled that.  And

17      even in terms of her consultations with me with me not

18      being a litigator for the City of Detroit, I suggested

19      that we contact the law department, which we did.  And

20      then that put us in communication with June Adams who

21      handles labor and employment relations for the City of

22      Detroit, and we also spoke with IG Ellen Ha, who more

23      or less said -- told us basically don't take any --
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1      and by us, I mean more or less Dr. Anderson more so

2      than myself, but as a consultant attorney, we were

3      more or less told from both Inspector General Ha and

4      June Adams for Dr. Anderson not to take any adverse

5      action against Ms. Lamar, and by that I mean a

6      demotion, transfer, termination, anything of that

7      nature, to more or less to just keep her in the

8      position as she is.

9 Q.   This was after Ms. Lamar brought her allegations

10      against Dr. Anderson?

11 A.   Yes.

12 Q.   And not prior to?

13 A.   And Dr. Anderson cooperated with that 100 percent.

14 Q.   Anything else that you would like to share with us,

15      sir?

16 A.   No.

17                 MR. MUNGO:  With that said, I don't have

18      any further questions.

19                 MS. HA:  I just have a couple.  I just have

20      two questions, and it's really not even a question.

21      So your Exhibit Number 7, if you would turn to the

22      second page.  So on December 13th at 5:30 p.m., that's

23      your email to Bridget Lamar and Marcella Anderson,
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1      Dr. Anderson, and you advise them that Article 7.5

2      Chapter 3 of the charter discusses the Office of

3      Inspector General, and you tell them that all

4      investigative files of the OIG shall be confidential

5      and shall not be divulged to any person except those

6      three entities, right?

7 A.   Yes.

8                 MS. HA:  And that is your email to both

9      Bridget and Dr. Anderson?

10 A.   Yes.

11                 MS. HA:  Correct?

12 A.   Yes.

13                 MS. HA:  So if we go to the same exhibit

14      the last page, Dr. Anderson at 5:48 at the bottom of

15      the page?

16 A.   On the last page?

17                 MS. HA:  Yes?

18 A.   Yes.  Okay.

19                 MS. HA:  So same date, December 13 at 5:48

20      p.m., that's like 18 minutes after you told her --

21      after you told Dr. Anderson and Bridget that

22      everything is to remain confidential, then

23      Dr. Marcella Anderson on December 13th, 2018 at 5:48
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1      p.m., she sends an email to Bridget Lamar and to you,

2      but she also copies several BOPC commission members,

3      is that correct?

4 A.   Yes.

5                 MS. HA:  And it starts with, "Bridget, I'm

6      sorry that you took the email that way, it was not my

7      intent.  My intent was as Attorney Wyrick stated to

8      effectively gather information.  You and I represent

9      the same department.  I have no interest or intent to

10      impede an investigation.  I am willing to meet with

11      the IG and his or her supervisor to provide

12      clarification."

13                 So do commission members read their emails?

14 A.   I don't profess to speak for commission members, other

15      than I know all of these commissioners were made aware

16      of this investigation on November 30th even preceding

17      Dr. Anderson's involvement in it.

18                 MS. HA:  Okay.  But did they know that

19      Bridget had participated in an OIG investigation on

20      November 30th?

21 A.   I can't speak for them on that.

22                 MS. HA:  But as of December 13th, 2018,

23      5:48, these commissioners, Willie Bell, Darryl Brown,
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1      Lisa Carter, and Eva Dewaelsche at least received

2      email notice that Bridget had some part to do with an

3      investigation of BOPC, doesn't it?

4 A.   So what is your question?

5                 MS. HA:  Is that correct?

6 A.   That they received notice?

7                 MS. HA:  Notice that Bridget participated

8      in an investigation involving -- with the IG's office?

9 A.   Well, when you say received notice, that's tenuous to

10      me by virtue of the fact that I don't know -- with me

11      not being a commissioner and not being able to speak

12      for what their knowledge is of this investigation, I

13      don't know if this would have been their first notice

14      of Ms. Lamar or not quite frankly.

15                 MS. HA:  All right.  Thank you.  I don't

16      have anything further.  Does anyone else?

17                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  I do.  I just want to

18      kind of clarify.  Do you remember when you first

19      contacted our office regarding an investigation that

20      we were conducting based on the information involving

21      Robert Brown?

22 A.   Yes.  That would have been the beginning of December

23      of last year.
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1                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Can you explain why

2      you contacted our office?

3 A.   I was more or less told very specifically by

4      Chairperson Bell that your office had contacted

5      Commissioner Dewaelsche asking -- pertaining to an

6      investigation of the BOPC, and Chairperson Bell more

7      or less with me being a legal counsel there made me

8      the point person in terms of coordinating the

9      communication and information back and forth.

10                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  And you made a

11      request to our office.  Do you remember what that

12      request was?

13 A.   I think it was -- I was specifically -- I think my

14      initial request was for a copy of the complaint or

15      something of that nature, yes.

16                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Was it your request

17      that our office contact or communicate through you for

18      anything involving BOPC concerning documents and

19      interviews.  Was that your request to our office?

20 A.   Yes, because that's actually how Chairperson Bell had

21      delegated me -- that's what he more or less delegated

22      me to do with me being a full-time attorney there,

23      yes.
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1                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  And from that point

2      on, did we contact you regarding interviews and

3      documents that our office needed?

4 A.   Yes, as far as I know.

5                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Do you remember the

6      memo request that was submitted to you by me -- well,

7      by Investigator Jacqueline Hendricks-Moore regarding

8      the documents that we requested from the Board of

9      Police Commissioners?

10 A.   Yes.  There was more than one request.

11                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.  And I just

12      wanted to go back.  There was an email that was given

13      in the document, and I just wanted to do a

14      clarification if you can just read that.  It was an

15      email that I did send to you that you --

16                 MR. MUNGO:  Which number is that?

17                 MS. HA:  Exhibit 8.

18                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  I just want to make

19      sure.  I'm looking for it.  It was an exhibit that you

20      guys submitted to us regarding an email that you got

21      from me.

22                 MR. MUNGO:  Does that have to do with the

23      request for documents, you requesting documents and
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1      communicated that Ms. Lamar had provided some

2      previously?  Is that the one you're looking for?

3                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  No.  I apologize, I

4      should have kept it out.  Here it is.  So this would

5      be --

6 A.   What exhibit are you referring to?

7                 MS. HA:  Exhibit 6.

8 A.   Regarding employment of Robert Brown?

9                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Yes.

10 A.   I think that's 5.

11                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Exhibit 5.

12 A.   Is this the third page you're referring to?

13                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Yes.  If you could, I

14      just wanted you -- there is an email that was sent to

15      you on December 7th, 2018.  I think this was regarding

16      the first --

17                 MR. MUNGO:  Which page would that be on?

18                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  December 7th.  This

19      would probably be the third page to the back.  It will

20      say at the top 1 of 2.  It's like it's the third page

21      from the last.  Do you see where it says Good Morning,

22      Mr. Wyrick?

23 A.   Yes.
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1                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Could you read that

2      whole email, please?

3 A.   "Good morning, Mr. Wyrick.  Thank you for your

4      information and documents forwarded to OIG on

5      December 6th, 2018.  However, the information and

6      documents provided was incomplete.  I was not sure if

7      the BOPC was still in the process of gathering the

8      requested information because your email and letter

9      did not mention it.  Please be advised the OIG is

10      still looking for the following requested

11      information."  And there is a list.  "Official (HR)

12      job posting, please no email (Executive Manger);

13      include HR job analysis and job description, executive

14      manager; names of persons on the interview panel for

15      the executive manager; questions asked during the

16      interview for the executive manager; BOPC personnel

17      committee during the period of 2016 to 2017 (please

18      provide the names of the commissioners and time

19      periods they served); a list of job positions

20      hired/filled by the BOPC in 2016 to 2018 (include, job

21      posting, job description, interview panel members,

22      etc.)":

23                 "I have provided further clarification of
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1      the information to assist you in facilitating the

2      OIG's request.  Should you have any questions or need

3      further clarification, do not hesitate to contact me.

4      Per the OIG's first request, forward the following

5      requested information to the OIG no later than

6      Tuesday, December 11, 2018."

7                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  And I just want to

8      draw attention, would you say based on the email that

9      I sent you, it states in the second paragraph that the

10      information that you provided was incomplete?

11 A.   Yes.

12                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.  And so I just

13      wanted to state that because you stated that the

14      information that you provided for us was insufficient,

15      and that wasn't it.  The email was just basically

16      telling you that information requested was incomplete.

17      That the Board of Police Commissioners based on the

18      information that you were providing pursuant to the

19      request, we did not get the completed information that

20      we had requested.

21 A.   But I interpret those verbs the same way.  If you say

22      it's incomplete, I'll convey to somebody else it's not

23      sufficient.
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1                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  And the other thing

2      that I wanted to point out, so based on this first

3      email, which was December 7th, 2018, this was the

4      first time that we had requested information from the

5      Board of Police Commissioners, because I had submitted

6      a memo to you requesting the information because per

7      your conversation with our office, it was requested

8      and we gave the courtesy that any information that we

9      wanted we would be going through you, is that correct?

10 A.   So is your question was this the first time you

11      requested information?

12                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Is that the first

13      memo that you got from us requesting documentation?

14 A.   It may be, but I'm not absolutely certain, just

15      because I don't have, you know, everything together.

16      But it may have been the first time, I'm not sure.

17                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.

18 A.   I just know everything started November 30th.

19                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  November 30th?

20 A.   30th, yes, as far as me being notified of this

21      investigation.

22                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  November 30th,

23      because you contacted us.  I believe the email, I can
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1      pull it up, was December 1st.

2 A.   Right.

3                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  And I just want to

4      ask you when it came time for -- and not just

5      disclosing everything, but we did conduct some

6      interviews of some commissioners, is that correct?

7 A.   Yes.

8                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Did we contact you to

9      set that up for us to be able to interview those

10      commissioners?

11 A.   Yes, but the commissioners themselves actually set the

12      schedules and that type of thing.

13                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  No more questions.

14                 MS. BENTLEY:  No questions.

15                 MR. MARABLE:  I had one.  In Exhibit 6, the

16      email to Dr. Anderson indicating that you're

17      formulating a response to Bridget Lamar's last email,

18      "Does she still work for HR under you?  I know you

19      said she is transferring."  So a couple of questions

20      here.  Was this the last email she sent on the evening

21      of the 13th?

22 A.   Like this was -- this was the email you're asking

23      about was one I sent to her, correct?
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1                 MR. MARABLE:  Yes, on the second page.

2 A.   Okay.  So that was an email that I sent December 14th

3      it looks like at 12:31.

4                 MR. MARABLE:  But you were referring to

5      Bridget Lamar's last email.

6 A.   Right.  So I think that would have been referring to

7      the last email as you stated that Lamar sent on the

8      13th.

9                 MR. MARABLE:  Okay.

10 A.   Perhaps around 6:33 I think or something.

11                 MR. MARABLE:  And that's the email when she

12      asked not to be talked to about the investigation

13      again?

14 A.   The 6:33 email -- I'm not sure.  I know there was one

15      Attorney Mungo asked me about earlier where -- it's

16      actually on Exhibit 7, the last page.  It said she,

17      and by she I mean Ms. Lamar, she had not been provided

18      with any documents.  It was highly inappropriate, I

19      don't know what's going on.  So that's where she's

20      kind of elaborating a lot for lack of a better word.

21                 MR. MARABLE:  Yes.  But she also asked not

22      to be contacted in regards to, yet again you said you

23      were formulating a response.  Did you ever send that
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1      response?

2 A.   Did I ever send what response?

3                 MR. MARABLE:  Did you ever send a response?

4      You said in this email you were formulating a response

5      to Bridget Lamar's last email.  Did you ever send --

6                 MR. MUNGO:  Where is that at, which one?

7                 MR. MARABLE:  It's Exhibit 6, the second

8      page, 2 of 3, starting Jermaine Wyrick, 12/14/2018,

9      12:31.

10 A.   So you're asking me did I ever respond to Ms. Lamar's

11      email on this would be the December 13th, 6:33?

12                 MR. MARABLE:  Yes.  So we believe that to

13      be her last email.  Was that the email you were

14      referring to?

15                 MR. MUNGO:  Well, that's on the 14th.

16 A.   Right, but --

17                 MR. MUNGO:  That's on the 14th at 12:30.

18                 MR. MARABLE:  So I guess which email were

19      you referring to when you said I am formulating a

20      response to Bridget Lamar's last email?

21 A.   As I sit here right now I can't say definitively if

22      it's the one from December 13th, or if Mr. Lamar sent

23      another one on the 14th.  Whatever I was referring to
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1      would have been whatever Ms. Lamar's last email would

2      have been.

3                 MR. MARABLE:  Do you remember actually

4      sending a response?

5 A.   I probably did, but I don't -- without me specifically

6      having it in front of me, I can't speak to, you know,

7      what it says or anything of that nature.

8                 MR. MARABLE:  And that was after she stated

9      in her email that she respectfully asked not to be

10      contacted by the BOPC or its representatives regarding

11      this matter again?

12                 MR. MUNGO:  Where is that?

13                 MR. MARABLE:  That is on Exhibit 7.

14                 MS. BENTLEY:  Last page.

15                 MR. MARABLE:  Last page.

16                 DR. ANDERSON:  Can I say something?

17                 MS. BENTLEY:  Can we answer this question

18      first and then --

19                 MR. MUNGO:  Which one was that?

20                 MR. MARABLE:  The one that says good

21      evening all.

22 A.   I know what you're talking about, but we're just

23      trying to find it.
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1                 MS. HA:  Right above where Dr. Anderson

2      sent an email to Bridget saying I'm sorry, and then

3      she copied all the commissioners.

4                 MR. MUNGO:  I want to be absolutely --

5      6:33 p.m. on the 13th, and so you're saying that there

6      is another email from either --

7                 MS. BENTLEY:  From Mr. Wyrick, and we're

8      talking about Exhibit 6, Page 2.

9                 MR. MARABLE:  I'm asking him if that's the

10      email that he's referring to formulating a response

11      to.

12 A.   And what I'm saying by way of response is that I'm not

13      sure whether or not that was the email that I'm

14      responding to, or if there was another email sent

15      after that by Ms. Lamar.

16                 MR. MUNGO:  Well, certainly Dr. Anderson

17      hadn't sent out anything.

18                 MR. MARABLE:  So, we'll leave that alone.

19      So you also say in that same email in parentheses, I

20      know you said she is transferring.  At what point did

21      you become aware that Ms. Lamar was transferring out

22      of the department?

23 A.   I don't remember the exact date per se, but it was
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1      well before the 13th when me and Dr. Anderson

2      especially initially we started having communication

3      probably around December 3rd, you know, in terms of

4      responding to the IG's office and probably even

5      preceding that.  It was well known under the charter

6      that she was trying to bring in her own "deputy

7      director," and that there was no use for Ms. Lamar to

8      continue to serve in that role considering that she

9      had been essentially the deputy director under

10      Ms. Oxendine.

11                 MR. MARABLE:  So you don't remember the

12      exact time frame that you became aware?

13 A.   Probably not too long after Dr. Anderson started in

14      October.

15                 MR. MARABLE:  So it was just in a casual

16      conversation, or was it in your capacity as the

17      counsel for BOPC?

18 A.   It was definitely in my capacity as counsel for BOPC

19      once this investigation started, which like I said I

20      was made aware of November 30th.  At the point though

21      when I start communicating with Dr. Anderson, she made

22      it very clear even preceding requesting information

23      from Ms. Lamar that she was trying to hire her deputy
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1      director.

2                 MR. MARABLE:  So you say that that was in

3      the context of our investigation that you had a

4      conversation about the transfer of Ms. Lamar?

5 A.   Yes.  But like I said, even preceding that it was well

6      known that she was, you know, looking for a new deputy

7      director.

8                 MR. MARABLE:  Okay.

9                 MS. HA:  Dr. Anderson, you wanted to speak?

10                 DR. ANDERSON:  Yes.  I just wanted to

11      state, and I don't have the email with me, but I know

12      that I provided it when I did my interview on

13      January 21st, that initially when Bridget Lamar

14      starting sending back her emails that were a bit

15      contentious, she copied Commissioner Darryl Brown.  So

16      I copied other commissioners so that everyone would be

17      privy, and not just Commissioner Darryl Brown.  So I

18      just wanted to clarify that for you, that I saw that

19      it was a one-sided political thing, and I wanted to

20      make sure that all of the commissioners were involved

21      and not just Commissioner Darryl Brown.  I just want

22      that to be on the record.

23                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay, all right.
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1                 MR. WYRICK:  I'm off the hot seat?

2                 MR. MUNGO:  I'm just a little bit --

3                 DR. ANDERSON:  Can I say one more thing?

4      Also that I know that there is this thing with the OIG

5      in their investigation with the issue with Robert

6      Brown as it related to the BOPC that --

7                 MR. MARABLE:  I don't believe that she's

8      been sworn in?

9                 DR. ANDERSON:  That's fine.  I can repeat

10      it.

11                 MR. MUNGO:  She's up next.

12                 MR. MARABLE:  But she's providing testimony

13      now.

14                 DR. ANDERSON:  I can repeat once I'm sworn

15      in.

16              M A R C E L L A   A N D E R S O N

17      was thereupon called as a witness herein, and after

18      first being duly sworn to tell the truth, the whole

19      truth and nothing but the truth, testified as

20      follows:

21 A.   So to go back to make sure that my testimony is on the

22      record, that the reason why I included all of the

23      commissioners on the email was because Bridget Lamar
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1      when she originally came back -- first she was like

2      let me find out -- when Bridget Lamar originally sent

3      that, she said that she couldn't -- she wasn't sure if

4      she could tell me, and that she would find out.  That

5      to me that wasn't contentious at all.  I was like,

6      okay, she's going to find out, and I'm thinking -- in

7      my mind I'm thinking, well, if you can't tell me, get

8      that in writing and let me know because I'm trying to

9      make sure you get what you need, when I say you,

10      meaning the OIG's office.

11                 So when she responded back to us and all of

12      a sudden it was a problem, Commissioner Darryl Brown's

13      name was in the email thread and she was CC'ing him.

14      And it was evident when I was voted in that

15      Commissioner Darryl Brown had a problem with me

16      because he came and spoke to personally telling me

17      that I should not have gotten this position, that the

18      position belonged to Bridget Lamar.  So when I saw his

19      name included CC'd with her, I'm saying, okay, they're

20      working in concert together.  And so then I felt a

21      need to ensure that the rest of the commissioners were

22      privy to what was going on because the commissioners

23      are my employer.  So I just want to make that clear
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1      under oath for the record.

2                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.

3                 MS. HA:  When you say Commissioner Brown

4      and Bridget Lamar were working together, you felt that

5      way?

6 A.   Absolutely.

7                 MS. HA:  What do you mean by working

8      together?  Working together for what?

9 A.   As they were disgruntled because I was hired as the

10      director of personnel.  Commissioner Darryl Brown on

11      my first day of work came into my office and told me

12      to my face -- now keep in mind, he is my employer, I

13      serve at the pleasure of the board, and told me that I

14      should not have gotten the job, that the job belonged

15      to Bridget Lamar.  And he told me that I should

16      have -- that he had spoken to some of my former

17      colleagues, and told them to tell me not to take the

18      job.  And each time I met with Commissioner Darryl

19      Brown, he was -- there was tension.  He was upset, he

20      didn't like me, and I had never met him before.  I had

21      never met any of the commissioners before.  When I

22      accepted this position, to be honest I had no idea the

23      dynamics that centered around it as it related to the
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1      commissioners.  But when I realized that I had this

2      one commissioner who felt bold enough as a politician

3      to come sit in my office and tell me that this job

4      should not have been mine, then I know that there is

5      some contention there.

6                         EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. MUNGO:

8 Q.   Did he say who it should be?

9 A.   He told me that the job should have been Bridget

10      Lamar's.

11 Q.   And this was the commissioner that Bridget Lamar was

12      copying her emails to only, and but not the other

13      commissioners?

14 A.   Yes.  So I felt that I needed to include the other

15      commissioners, because in my mind something is going

16      on here, and it's not ethical.  He's abusing his power

17      as a commissioner to come to my office and tell me

18      that I should not have gotten that job, because he's

19      my employer.  That's like your boss coming to say to

20      you, you should not have gotten this job, but you're

21      sitting in that seat.  So I want to make sure that

22      that is on the record.

23                 And I also think that I'm being viewed as
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1      this -- as part of the BOPC.  I provided everything

2      that Attorney Wyrick asked of me for this

3      investigation.  I withheld not one thing.  So there is

4      no reason -- why would I want to retaliate against

5      Bridget Lamar for participating in an investigation

6      that I had been participating in.  I just wanted to

7      make sure that the documents were received.  Ms. Lamar

8      has a reputation for not doing the things that she's

9      supposed to do, not following up, and I did not want

10      that to happen in this case.  So I asked for a

11      summary.  I asked for when did you meet with them

12      because I needed to know, did it predate me, was it

13      recent.  I had no idea when she had met with the OIG's

14      office.

15                 So my thing is that I'm trying to get you

16      the information that you need, but because I'm caught

17      up in this BOPC foolishness, and I'm going to call it

18      foolishness, because I'm doing my job.  And because

19      Commissioner Darryl Brown doesn't want me in my job,

20      then I have to be subjected to this?  To me that is

21      unethical.

22                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  Got it off your chest.

23      All right, that's okay.  I just want to make a point
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1      that in Exhibit 4, which is the written response, and

2      Exhibit G to Exhibit 4.

3                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  What page are you

4      looking at?

5                 MR. MUNGO:  Exhibit G, the first email, the

6      first page of Exhibit G.  Dr. Anderson made reference

7      to when she had her conversation with -- or she sent

8      an email to Bridget Lamar earlier on during the email

9      trail, which is dated December 13th, and the time is

10      4:41, long before the last email that Ms. Lamar sent

11      out at 6:30 something, when she indicated to her that

12      she just wanted her to get it in writing if in fact,

13      but later on obviously she found out through Wyrick

14      that there wasn't -- she's not supposed to share that

15      information, and she was fine with that and she

16      apologized after that.  I don't know what else you

17      folks want.  There is clearly no ranker, no animosity

18      demonstrated.  There is nothing objectively evidencing

19      that Dr. Anderson expressed any animosity, certainly

20      no written documents.  I mean, there would be

21      summations or conclusions drawn subjectively based

22      upon what?  I mean, we don't really know what you guys

23      have.  I mean, we're unable to effectively -- to be
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1      effective in helping you to adjudicate this matter

2      because we don't know what you know, and -- yes, go

3      right ahead.

4                 MS. HA:  Let me ask this question, the

5      question.  I would like to know why Dr. Anderson told

6      Bridget that her position was going to be eliminated

7      on Friday as opposed to Monday when you knew for sure

8      you were going to have the amended budget approval?

9 A.   So I knew for sure on Friday that I was going to have

10      the amended budget approval, because I got that

11      clarification from the CFO.  Additionally, we were

12      coming up on the Christmas break, and my thing was if

13      I tell her Monday -- I got the final approval, I'm

14      going to tell her today.  She has the entire weekend

15      and she as all next week to make a decision on what

16      she is going to do, because we're going on Christmas

17      break for two weeks.

18                 So my thing was I felt that I was trying to

19      give due diligence in giving her ample enough time to

20      try to think about her decision.  In my mind I'm

21      thinking she's going to go over to central personnel.

22      That's my thought, that she's going to take the

23      position as employee service consultant I over with
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1      Ursula Holland at central personnel.  That's why I

2      looked at she is just going to take a transfer.  I

3      later found out from Ursula when Bridget reached out

4      to Ursula Holland, that she did not want that job, but

5      that she had applied for a job that she wanted Ursula

6      to look into for her.

7                 So my reason for not -- my reason for

8      telling her was so that she would have ample enough

9      time.  I knew the budget amendment was coming.  Ursula

10      and I had talk in length about providing a preliminary

11      conversation, and that's how I prefaced it, this is a

12      preliminary conversation just to let you know the

13      documents are forthcoming.  And that's why I had the

14      conversation with her, so she could have additional

15      time to make a decision.  Because you've got to decide

16      do you want to take layoff.  Absolutely not, I

17      wouldn't take -- well, me, I wouldn't take a layoff if

18      I had an opportunity to go be a manager downtown.  But

19      again as well, Ursula had told me before, Bridget may

20      not want to come work for her because she had problems

21      with Bridget's performance in the past.  And when I

22      spoke with Ursula after the fact, Ursula said, no, she

23      doesn't want to come here.  She wants me to look into
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1      a position, she's already applied for another

2      position.  Okay.  So we waited to see.  But I thought

3      I was giving her ample enough time.

4                 It had nothing to do with what happened the

5      day before, because in my mind the day before I hadn't

6      done anything wrong.  I misunderstood the concept of

7      the OIG office's investigation.  I'm thinking Bridget

8      is just representing HR.  I'm not knowing that Bridget

9      is an individual going to give an interview.  So I'm

10      asking her what did you give them from HR's

11      perspective, not that she had some information for you

12      all as an individual that no one else had.

13                 So I think that that was -- and again I

14      apologized at length for me misinterpreting and

15      misunderstanding.  But to say that I retaliated

16      against her is an absolute stretch in my opinion.  If

17      I had went to the chief on that day and said, hey,

18      could we eliminate this position, then, yeah, that's

19      retaliation.  But I even went to the CFO, Lisa Jones,

20      who was our former CFO, I asked her on December 3rd,

21      please let me know when executive manager positions

22      appear in the budget so that I can onboard the deputy

23      director.  Thank you.  The charter says I can have a
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1      deputy director.  Again, this is something that Ursula

2      said as well, that what Gail Oxendine did was

3      calculated.  She made Bridget's position a civil

4      service position because she knew that the person who

5      came in after she left could not replace her, which

6      was unfair to me, because the charter gives me a right

7      to have a deputy director, so I did what I could

8      according to policy.  I didn't violate any policy.

9      Even telling her on Friday, I didn't violate a policy,

10      I'm sorry.

11                 MS. HA:  But the charter says you can

12      appoint --

13 A.   Appoint.

14                 MS. HA:  -- a deputy director, you can

15      appoint anyone you want.

16 A.   I can.

17                 MS. HA:  So I don't understand.

18                 MR. MUNGO:  It wasn't in the budget.

19 A.   The funds that was allotted for the deputy director

20      position -- the deputy director typically was an

21      executive manager, right, but the person served as a

22      deputy director, but their title was executive

23      manager.  When Gail Oxendine converted that position
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1      to employee service manager II, there was no money for

2      the deputy director.  That was the money.  That was

3      the monies in the budget for that position.  So right

4      now I can't go to the chief and say, oh, hey, I want

5      my deputy director position, where is the money for

6      the position.  It's been reallocated to the employee

7      service manager II position.  That's the business part

8      of it that --

9                 MR. MARABLE:  I just want to be clear.  So

10      this is not the first time that that question has been

11      asked of you in this office, is that correct?

12 A.   Say that again, or did I miss something?

13                 MR. MARABLE:  This is not the first time

14      that you've been asked that question in this office?

15      You had a previous interview in the office?

16 A.   Yes.

17                 MR. MARABLE:  Do you believe that the

18      answer that you just gave is consistent with the

19      answer that you gave back when was the interview?

20 A.   The interview was January 25th.  And I believe I made

21      it very clear that we made a business decision.  I

22      know that you asked me -- specifically you sat here

23      and you asked me could I have told her another day or
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1      something to that effect.  And I told you, yes, I

2      could have.  And you said something to the effect,

3      well, the appearance of it -- I can remember -- I

4      remember that.

5                 And on consistency again, you all failed to

6      provide my attorney with my previous interview, so

7      again not allowing us to prepare properly.  When I met

8      with you all the last time, it was -- to me it was

9      clear from the day I received the email from you that

10      you all had already made your mind up, and that was

11      December 17th.  The bottom of your email you stated

12      there would be litigation, and in my mind there was no

13      due process, you had already made up your mind on what

14      your decision was going to be before an interview had

15      even started.

16                 MR. MUNGO:  So let me say this, if I could,

17      please.  The question that you just asked her is

18      really not fair because -- and it's like it's not due

19      process because -- and it's not a legitimate and

20      sincere seeking of the truth.  It's like trickery.  I

21      could run circles around you -- if I sit you down one

22      day and come back another day and read the transcript

23      even and you don't read it, I could make you look like
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1      a liar, okay, I know that.  This is my profession.  I

2      see it happen all the time.  You talked to her some

3      while back, and then you ask her -- look, you know,

4      how she interpreted that, sir, is that she told you it

5      was a business decision, and now for whatever reason

6      based upon what Ms. Ha had shared and the questions

7      that she asked, she's explaining the nuts and bolts of

8      that business decision, that it was a budget issue.

9      There was no way she could have that position without

10      taking the money that was taken for that position.

11                 So I'm just -- I -- you know, this just

12      ain't right.  It just is not right.  It's not right.

13      We've got to start treating each other right.  We

14      don't gain anything from getting some slick advantage

15      over each other.  We've got to stop doing this, we do,

16      we do.  I know I sound like your preacher man, but

17      this is true.  I mean, you know -- and I know you feel

18      it, too.  You know that's not right.

19                 MS. BENTLEY:  Let's stop, let's stop.

20                 MR. MARABLE:  Let me say this, and then

21      I'll be done with it.  If you asked me is the sky blue

22      six months from now, and if you ask me is the sky blue

23      today, the answer is going to be the same.  The truth
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1      is the truth.  And all I asked her was the answer that

2      she gave --

3 A.   Are you calling me a liar?

4                 MR. MARABLE:  Was the answer she gave in

5      that interview consistent with the answer that she

6      just gave today, that's all.  And to me that's a yes

7      or no question.

8                 MS. BENTLEY:  Let's not lecture each other

9      on this.  You have his answer.  You already went on

10      the record.  And let's please just move on to what the

11      administrative hearing is.

12                 MR. MUNGO:  Now, he just said something

13      contentious.

14                 MS. BENTLEY:  I'm just saying let's move

15      on.

16                 MR. MUNGO:  He and I are communicating.

17      You're characterizing it in a way that you shouldn't.

18      This is a search for truth, okay.  All I'm trying to

19      do -- and he communicated to me, and I respect that,

20      okay, because, you know, he took it to heart enough to

21      be concerned enough about the truth to share that.

22                 MS. BENTLEY:  Let's move on.

23                 MR. MUNGO:  And you characterized -- this
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1      is what we're missing.  This is what we're missing in

2      this country, I'm telling you.  I represent federal

3      air marshals.  They have this very problem with their

4      supervisors.  It's like we're not a family.  It's like

5      we've got to do something to each other in order to

6      get some kind of strange fulfillment.

7 A.   I knew from day one.  Let's go through with this.

8                 MR. MUNGO:  So, look.  Here is the deal,

9      let me finish my exam.

10 A.   Absolutely.

11                 MR. MUNGO:  But I do want to respond to

12      your -- what you just said, because I respect what you

13      just said, and it's -- to me it's one of the few

14      expressions of really trying to get at the truth here,

15      you know, where you said about the two different

16      representations.  And you know as well as I know that

17      you're going to ask the question -- the same question,

18      it depends upon the context in which you ask that

19      question and what has transpired prior to asking that

20      question, such as what happened here today.  She

21      elicited, Ms. Ha elicited that response from her about

22      the budget being the problem, that's why she couldn't

23      just appoint someone.
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1                 So I don't want you to take -- you know,

2      please, now you have to consider yourself -- I'm going

3      to tell you, you know, there is a law of the harvest,

4      and you guys can look at me in any way you want.  I'm

5      going to tell you, if you think you can get away with

6      treating people unfair and it doesn't come back on you

7      or your family in some other tribunal with other

8      decision makers, you are wrong.  Listen, we have no

9      investment in treating each other less than fair.  We

10      do not.  We've got to stop dehumanizing each other.

11      We don't have any investment in that, I'm telling you.

12      It's bankrupt already.  Please don't do that.  I would

13      like to finish my session here, and then leave you all

14      to what you're going to do, because it's in your hands

15      to make your decision, but I would just like to finish

16      off if we could.  Is that okay?

17                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Go ahead.

18                 MR. MUNGO:  Thank you.  Why don't you come

19      down here, just sit a little closer so that it will be

20      quicker for the court reporter and we'll be done.

21                 But as I do, the written response, you can

22      see in Exhibit J that she had -- and you've seen this

23      already, you've looked at the written responses,
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1      Exhibit J, where Dr. Anderson had put the -- she had

2      filled out the notice of reduction in work force that

3      she had prepared.  She even has Bridget Lamar's name

4      on there, and she has it dated December 17th, but you

5      can see, Ms. Ha, your email came in on December 17th

6      at 10:55 a.m. prior to an opportunity for her to

7      present this, and out of the consideration of your

8      request not to do anything with Bridget Lamar, she

9      didn't even give her this document.  And she did tell

10      her by the way, and I was just looking at -- I was

11      just looking at that email where Dr. Anderson told

12      Ms. -- here we are, mark this.

13                 (Exhibit No. 9 was marked

14                 for identification.)

15                 MR. MUNGO:  She told -- on the 14th she

16      told Ms. Lamar -- that was the preliminary

17      conversation, and that the documentation would be

18      forthcoming.  I don't know if you all have ever seen

19      this.  Have you seen this?  Does this ring a bell,

20      Ms. Hendricks-Moore?

21                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Yes.

22                 MR. MUNGO:  You've seen this?

23                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Yes.
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1                 MR. MUNGO:  So here on the second page

2      Dr. Anderson writes to Bridget.  She says thank you

3      for the email for meeting with me today, Friday,

4      December 14th.  It was imperative that I held a

5      preliminary conversation with you to explain upcoming

6      changes.  I stated during the meeting more official

7      documentation will be forthcoming as well recommending

8      that you reach out to Ursula Holland to discuss

9      employment opportunities at central personnel.  That

10      was at 5:04.  And it was subsequent to if you look at

11      the first page Ms. Lamar's email to Dr. Anderson where

12      she says based on our 3:30 conversation, my permanent

13      classified civil service position is being eliminated

14      from the budget effective January 2nd.  You gave me

15      the option of being laid-off -- option be laid off,

16      and I guess she meant or be demoted rather than of, to

17      HRA III, which is not true.  I mean, Ms. Ducker,

18      testified what was said at that meeting.  She's

19      misrepresenting this, what happened at that meeting.

20      You also refused to provide information on when the

21      decision to eliminate my position was reached or why

22      the position was being eliminated, even though the

23      position remains in budget for the remain of the year
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1      and is in budget for next year.

2                 Now, there is a question whether or not

3      Dr. Anderson was required to as part of Ms. Lamar's

4      rights to respond in detail to that kind of

5      information or whether she simply says it's a business

6      decision.  I don't know anything in the policies that

7      require Dr. Anderson to respond in that kind of

8      detail.  Her notice of rights is in J.  That's what

9      Dr. Anderson is held to, it's in J.  Why should she be

10      held to a standard that nobody else is held to, that

11      you're not held.  If it's not the rules, why should

12      you be held to it.  It could happen to you and you,

13      too, and you, too.  And I see it happen all the time,

14      folk in law enforcement and folk in your position.  If

15      we let this stuff go down the way this is going down

16      and not give it a fair airing, a fair airing, God help

17      us all.  You know, who is next?

18                 MS. HA:  Well, I appreciate your zealous

19      representation of Dr. Anderson.

20                 MR. MUNGO:  I'm not done yet.

21                 MS. HA:  Okay.

22                 MR. MUNGO:  I just -- we just talked about

23      the exhibit I just introduced, right, the one we just
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1      marked or no?  Did we talk about this one yet?  I

2      think we did.  Yes, we did.  Okay.  So that's done.

3                 Then Exhibit 9, I want to pay particular

4      attention to the fact that Ms. Lamar misrepresented

5      what happened at that meeting in terms of what

6      information was shared with her by Dr. Anderson.

7                 So I have just a few questions for -- that

8      I believe is important for the record that

9      Dr. Anderson needs to respond to in order to

10      facilitate what you need to do.

11                 Before I forget to do this, could you mark

12      this, please.

13                 (Exhibit No. 10 was marked

14                 for identification.)

15 BY MR. MUNGO:

16 Q.   I want the record to reflect, Dr. Anderson, can you

17      take a look at Exhibit 10, and what is that document

18      in your hand?

19 A.   It states that it is from your law office, and it's a

20      witness list for the hearing on the OIG investigation

21      and report.

22 Q.   Okay.  And of those witnesses that were listed, how

23      many showed up today?
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1 A.   Two.

2 Q.   Two.  Okay.  And were you aware that the office of the

3      OIG sent out an email to those other witnesses

4      informing them that they could -- if they chose to, if

5      they desired to, that they could come and testify at

6      this hearing upon your request as a witness?  Are you

7      aware of that?

8 A.   Yes, I was aware that they -- the witnesses were

9      informed that they did not have to come because the

10      OIG was not requesting them, and because the OIG

11      wasn't requesting them, that it was voluntary, totally

12      their discretion if they wanted to come.

13 Q.   And do you believe that those witnesses, their

14      testimony in light of questions that I may have asked

15      them could help provide this tribunal with additional

16      information that may help them adjudicate this matter

17      fairly?

18 A.   Absolutely.

19 Q.   Okay.  Do you believe that you're losing an

20      opportunity for a fair hearing as a result of those

21      witnesses not being here today?

22 A.   I feel that the process does not present any type of

23      due process.
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1 Q.   Okay.  Do you feel that your due process rights and

2      right to be heard has been violated by this tribunal

3      thus far?

4 A.   From day one.

5 Q.   Okay.  What is your educational background?

6 A.   I have a Ph.D in public policy and administration from

7      Water University.  I have a Master's in criminal

8      justice -- in criminology from Eastern Michigan

9      University.  My Bachelor's degree was from Wayne State

10      University.

11 Q.   Okay.

12 A.   My background is in law enforcement.

13 Q.   And what is your current occupation?

14 A.   I'm the director of police personnel for the Detroit

15      Police Department.

16 Q.   And when were you selected for that position?

17 A.   October of 2018.

18 Q.   Okay.  What was the selection process used by the

19      Detroit Police Department in selecting you for that

20      position?

21 A.   Well, I was interviewed by the Board of Police

22      Commissioners.  I had maybe two interviews.  I applied

23      for the position.  I was selected for interview.  I
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1      came back, was selected again for a followup

2      interview.  And then there was a vote, there had to be

3      a vote, and the Board of Police Commissioners voted

4      for me to take the position.

5 Q.   Do you know what that vote was in terms of how many

6      yays and how many nays?

7 A.   There were no nays.

8 Q.   No nays.  So it was unanimous?

9 A.   Yes.

10 Q.   Were you aware that Bridget Lamar had applied for that

11      same position?

12 A.   I was aware that Ms. Lamar had applied for the

13      position once I received the position that she was

14      serving as interim.  So I didn't know that prior to.

15 Q.   Oh.  So what you're saying is that you didn't know

16      that she had applied for the position at the time that

17      you had applied?

18 A.   That's right.

19 Q.   But you subsequently learned that she had applied for

20      that position?

21 A.   Yes.

22 Q.   And how did you learn that Bridget Lamar had applied

23      for that position?
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1 A.   On the day that I was voted in for the position, she

2      was there, and she had given a report, and -- yes, she

3      had given a report stating that she was interim,

4      thanking the Board.  And then after the meeting, she

5      and another employee from the HR department waited for

6      me outside, and it was an unpleasant experience, but

7      that's --

8 Q.   You mean Bridget Lamar waited for you outside?

9 A.   Ms. Bridget Lamar, who was the employee services

10      consultant II, and then Mr. Brian Tinnel (ph) who was

11      the employee services consultant I.

12 Q.   So I need you to state for the record, even though it

13      may be an unpleasant recall, I need you to state for

14      the record what happened.

15 A.   It was just very brief.  It was more uncomfortable.

16      And Mr. Brian Tinnel introduced himself, but Ms. Lamar

17      did not.  So it was brief.  It was nothing really to

18      share.

19 Q.   And there was no negative insinuations or innuendoes

20      or anything like by Ms. Lamar or Mr. Tinnel?

21 A.   No, not by Ms. Lamar.

22 Q.   All right.  Okay.  And does Ms. Lamar report to you?

23 A.   She does.
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1 Q.   Okay.  Who is your immediate supervisor?

2 A.   The BOPC.

3 Q.   And what is the date of your first day on the job as

4      director of human resources for the Detroit Police

5      Department?

6 A.   I believe it was either October 22nd or October 23rd.

7 Q.   Of?

8 A.   October 2018, yes.

9 Q.   Okay.  All right.  And did you make any decisions

10      regarding organizational changes to the HR department?

11 A.   No, I didn't make any decisions immediately.  I

12      started inquiring about how I could onboard my deputy

13      director.  I was told that I could hire a deputy

14      director.  That was one of the reasons why I took the

15      job, because I was told I can bring in someone that

16      can work side-by-side with me, and I have been in

17      executive administration for a long time, and that was

18      appealing, that worked for me.

19 Q.   Okay.

20 A.   But then I learned that I couldn't do that because the

21      monies had been reallocated to a different position.

22 Q.   And what did you do in response to facing that

23      situation?
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1 A.   I reached out to Denise Star, the director of HR.

2 Q.   Okay.

3 A.   For central HR for the City of Detroit.

4 Q.   Okay.  And what did you ask her for?

5 A.   I asked her -- the first thing I asked her was how do

6      you change an appointed position to a civil service

7      position, and also asked her how do you revert it

8      back.

9 Q.   Okay.  Did you get any response?

10 A.   Yes.  Denise put me in contact with Ursula Holland and

11      she told me that she could assist me.

12 Q.   And did Ursula Holland assist you?

13 A.   She did.

14 Q.   And what did she do to assist you, Ursula Holland?

15 A.   We had several phone conversations.  She provided me

16      with documents.  She explained to me how the process

17      would look as far as I would need a budget amendment,

18      that I would need to provide the Rule 10, and I would

19      also have to provide the reduction in work force

20      rights document.  And this all took place early

21      November.

22 Q.   Okay.  Did you follow all of those procedures?

23 A.   I did.
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1 Q.   And did you effect the change or get the budget

2      amendment that was needed to make that change?

3 A.   I did.

4 Q.   Was that change ever made?

5 A.   No.

6 Q.   And why or why not?

7 A.   Once we had the -- once the case was initiated and I

8      was contacted December 17th by Ellen Ha, it was

9      determined by the chief staff, Grant Ha, as well as --

10      I think it was Grant Ha, he's the chief's attorney,

11      that we would not -- and June Adams, I'm sorry, from

12      the law department downtown, that we would not make a

13      change until the OIG had completed their

14      investigation.

15 Q.   Did the OIG complete their investigation?

16 A.   I received notice that the investigation was completed

17      and I received a draft of the investigation stating

18      that I was responsible for retaliation, and there was

19      some recommendations for me to pay a $300 fine as well

20      as to attend a training.

21                 (Exhibit No. 11 was marked

22                 for identification.)

23 BY MR. MUNGO:
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1 Q.   Dr. Anderson, I would like for you to take a look at

2      Deposition Exhibit 11.

3 A.   Yes, sir.

4 Q.   Exhibit 11.  And once you have had an opportunity to

5      examine that document, please let me know.

6 A.   Okay.

7 Q.   Dr. Anderson, what is that exhibit, Exhibit Number 11?

8 A.   It is a letter from Ellen Ha, the Inspector General.

9      Basically it states that the Office of Inspector

10      General has completed their investigation, and they

11      were providing me with a draft of the OIG's report.

12      If I disagreed with the analysis and their findings,

13      that I could submit a written response or -- and/or

14      have a hearing.

15 Q.   Okay.  That's sufficient.  So then was it your

16      understanding at the time you got that letter that the

17      investigation of your matter was completed?

18 A.   Yes.  It was my understanding that I was being found

19      responsible and had to pay a $300 fine, attend a

20      class, as well as this information would be placed on

21      the website, thus destroying everything that I worked

22      for.

23 Q.   And you consider that to be defamatory?
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1 A.   Absolutely.

2 Q.   Do you believe that the Office of Inspector General

3      has sufficient facts to support such allegations, the

4      allegations that you retaliated against Ms. Lamar?

5 A.   I do not believe that they have sufficient facts to

6      totally support it.  As I went through the draft, I

7      felt it very biased.  I felt that it missed a lot of

8      emails that I provided on January 25th.  It -- again I

9      felt from day one, from December 17th, that the

10      decision was made and determined, and when I received

11      the draft, as I noted different emails missing, it

12      just confirmed what I already knew.

13 Q.   So you feel the process has been very unfair and

14      biased so far?

15 A.   I do believe that the process is biased.

16 Q.   Did the OIG contact you to make a statement?

17 A.   Yes.

18 Q.   Was that statement recorded or --

19 A.   Yes.

20 Q.   -- was it written?  It was recorded.  Have they

21      provided you with a copy of your written statement?

22 A.   No.

23 Q.   Or your recorded statement?
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1 A.   No.

2 Q.   Have they provided you with a copy of the statements

3      that were made by anyone who was interviewed during

4      their investigation?

5 A.   No.

6 Q.   Okay.  Have you requested that they provide you with

7      that information?

8 A.   Via my attorney, yes.

9 Q.   On more than one occasion or just one?

10 A.   More than one.

11 Q.   Did you seek to take any retributions and/or negative

12      actions against or toward Bridget Lamar for any

13      reasons at all during the process of your initiating

14      the procedures to eliminate her position and/or when

15      you informed her of the fact that her position was

16      going to be eliminated?

17 A.   I did not take any -- did you say retaliatory?

18 Q.   Retaliatory, negative.

19 A.   I did not take any retaliatory actions against

20      Ms. Lamar.  It is stated in my emails the beginning of

21      the week of December the 10th that it was my intent to

22      tell her that week, and that's what I did, I told her

23      that week.  And that's what my emails state.
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1 Q.   Do you understand what the OIG is basing their

2      findings that you retaliated against Ms. Lamar on?  Do

3      you understand their rationale for making such a

4      finding?

5 A.   I do not.

6 Q.   Okay.  Do you understand what they have articulated

7      their rationale is for making --

8 A.   I do.

9 Q.   And what is your understanding?

10 A.   My understanding is that their articulation is that

11      the day I told her was not a good day to tell her, or

12      I should not have told her on the day that I told her.

13 Q.   Okay.  And that the fact that you told her on that day

14      means that you were trying to effect or achieve what?

15 A.   In their eyes?

16 Q.   Yes, in their eyes.

17 A.   In their eyes according to their statement is that

18      because I told her on that day, I retaliated against

19      her.

20 Q.   Did you violate any policies by telling her on that

21      day?

22 A.   No.

23 Q.   Was your attitude or disposition towards Ms. Lamar
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1      unprofessional or mean?

2 A.   Never, no.

3 Q.   Or in any way disrespectful?

4 A.   No.

5 Q.   Is there any reason -- rational reason that you can

6      think of that anyone could state based upon what

7      happened at that meeting with Ms. Lamar on

8      December 14th of 2018 when you informed her that her

9      position was going to be eliminated, is there any

10      rational basis that anyone in your mind in your

11      opinion could consider what you did to be in some way

12      offensive to Ms. Lamar?

13 A.   I can speak for me and I can speak for the processes

14      that are outlined at DPD.  I did not violate any

15      policies, processes.  It was in the works.  It was

16      something that we had been working on, it needed to be

17      done, and it had nothing to do with the prior day,

18      because the prior day in my mind I had not done

19      anything wrong.  I made an error, I apologized for the

20      error.  We still needed to go on with the business at

21      hand.

22 Q.   What was the error?

23 A.   The error was I asked her for information that she had
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1      given to the OIG, but I asked her as a representative

2      from the HR, not knowing that she went over as an

3      individual person, and that whatever she gave was as

4      an individual witness, not as an HR representative.  I

5      looked at it as we were HR employees, and she had

6      served in my capacity.  So I didn't know if she had

7      provided this information while she was the interim

8      director or not.  I didn't have a time span of when

9      the investigation had taken place as it related to

10      Mr. Brown, so --

11 Q.   Why do you believe that Bridget Lamar made a complaint

12      against you for retaliating -- that you retaliated

13      against her?

14 A.   I think that it was blown out of proportion, because

15      it is obvious that Ms. Lamar is disgruntled with me

16      because I got the job as personnel director and she

17      did not.

18 Q.   Okay.  You spoke of the relationship between Ms. Lamar

19      and Commissioner Brown?

20 A.   Yes.

21 Q.   How do you know that their relationship is such that

22      you are able to draw the conclusion that the two of

23      them were not pleased with you being selected for the
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1      job?

2 A.   On again the day, I stated this earlier, on the day,

3      my first day, Mr. Brown came into my office, and

4      it's -- this is kind of going off topic.  No

5      commissioner has been to my office, even since that

6      day.  No commissioner has come to my office.  And he

7      came to my office and sat in my office and told me I

8      should have not taken that job, that I should not be

9      here, that the job belonged to Bridget Lamar.

10 Q.   But didn't he vote for you?  Did he vote in favor of

11      you?

12 A.   He didn't -- he did not say -- he came late for the

13      vote, and he did not object, let me say that.

14 Q.   I see, I see, okay.  Is there anything else that you

15      want to share with the tribunal before we wrap up

16      today that you believe may be helpful to them as

17      objective assessors and decision makers in executing

18      their responsibilities that you would like to say?

19 A.   I do want to state that in the draft, under the time

20      line of events, the time line of events literally

21      lists everything to invoke some sort of guilt for me.

22      There is nothing in this draft that shows anything

23      that would lean otherwise.  Even if it was just an
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1      email from me saying something positive, like when I

2      thanked Ms. Lamar and Mr. Wyrick because I didn't

3      understand the process.  I was new there, I didn't

4      understand the process.  I worked for a police

5      department -- I retired in 2008.  I've been in

6      education since then.  I'm not understanding that this

7      OIG investigation is as an individual.  The request

8      was consistently for HR documents as we provided in an

9      exhibit.  I had provided documents.  I was cooperating

10      with the investigation.  Every time Wyrick would send

11      me an email, I would send him documents, okay, this is

12      what I have, this is what I have.  And for him to keep

13      coming to me and say, well, you know, Investigator

14      Hendricks-Moore, she's looking for something more, I'm

15      like, okay, let me reach out to Bridget to see what

16      was already given, because I know what I've given, so

17      what is missing.  That was my thought process.  And so

18      I look at this, and in this time line of events, it

19      says nothing about how I reached out to Denise Star to

20      inquire about the process of converting an appointed

21      position to a civil service position.  It goes from my

22      hire date, October 23rd, and jumps all the way to

23      November 27th.  When I left here on January 25th, I
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1      left a pile of emails, and it seemed like nothing was

2      pulled from what I left but to prove their opinion of

3      guilt.  The draft that I received in the mail is what

4      I'm referring to, and under of the time line of events

5      again there is tons of emails that are missing from

6      October 23rd to November 27th.

7                 MS. BENTLEY:  I'm sorry, just for the

8      record, that is also Exhibit 1.

9 A.   Okay, Exhibit 1.  Okay.  So there is emails that were

10      missing that were presented to the OIG's office,

11      specifically that I reached out the first of November

12      to Denise Star asking her about the process of

13      converting over the position.  Also, there is emails

14      missing December 12th, 2018 where Lawana Ducker

15      emailed Charleta following up on the budget amendment.

16      That was again the week that I had stated we were

17      going to make the change and we were going to inform

18      Bridget Lamar.  December 12th I emailed Charleta

19      requesting a call, December the 12th at 12:58.

20      Investigator Hendricks-Moore just listed December 13,

21      again showing the biasness, because she wants to

22      highlight everything that happened on that

23      December 13th date, but what about the emails that
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1      went back on December the 12th.

2                  On December the 13th, it says

3      December 13th at 2:22, Dr. Anderson requests Ms. Lamar

4      to provide a summary of information and documents that

5      she shared with the OIG.  Another important point that

6      was shared in that email was that I also stated that I

7      did not want to duplicate information and documents.

8      So it's not like I said, oh, hey, give me these

9      documents, I want to know what you gave the OIG.  I

10      also stated that I didn't want to duplicate it, but

11      that's not added in here, again showing the biasness.

12                 Going down to December 13th at 5:26, there

13      is an email missing where I thanked Ms. Lamar and

14      Mr. Wyrick for helping me.  That's not in there.  Of

15      course not.

16                 December 13th at 5:45, an email that is

17      missing, Dr. Anderson emails Ms. Lamar apologizing

18      about the interpretation of the email.  Anderson

19      states she was not attempting to impede an

20      investigation, but was seeking to learn what was

21      previously provided.

22                 And then I want to go back to the initial

23      beginning under the background investigation to the
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1      beginning.  It says background information, and it

2      says that -- under the section where it says likewise

3      Ms. Lamar refused to share any information with

4      Dr. Anderson, refused.  I looked at that word and I

5      thought you're trying to stretch something.  She never

6      refused.  She said she was going to check with the

7      OIG.  She didn't say I'm not giving you anything.  She

8      said let me check with the OIG and I'll let you know.

9      So to state that Ms. Lamar refused to share

10      information kind of gives the impression that she

11      refused and I got mad.  She didn't refuse.  She

12      informed me that she would check with the OIG as she

13      did not believe she was able to share the information.

14                 Also under the retaliation definition that

15      is on that same page, if I was actively -- and I

16      actively participated in the investigation providing

17      everything that was asked of me to provide to the OIG,

18      why would I be upset because Ms. Lamar provided

19      information.  I was participating.  Jermaine Wyrick,

20      and I think that's another one of the exhibits, asked

21      me for information, and I gave him personnel -- PL

22      letters.  I gave him everything that he asked for.  So

23      I don't know what the motive was for me to not want
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1      Ms. Lamar to participate.

2                 And again under the investigative summary

3      piece, it states that on October 23rd, 2018

4      Dr. Anderson was appointed to the position of director

5      of police HR by the BOPC.  Soon after she took office,

6      Dr. Anderson reviewed the current positions held by

7      her staff and decided to hire a new manager to oversee

8      police medical, a position that was held by Ms. Lamar.

9      Dr. Anderson contacted the city HR to obtain

10      information.  Again, everybody is forgetting that

11      Ms. Lamar previously held an appointed position that

12      was changed by Gail Oxendine on her way out the door.

13      So she changed that job to a civil service position

14      taking away the appointed position.  Ms. Lamar was an

15      appointee as well, and that's never identified in the

16      documents, again giving the impression that I'm trying

17      to do something that was never done.  That wasn't the

18      case, I was trying to revert it back to its original

19      state.

20                 And all of this stuff about what

21      Ms. Holland said, it baffles me because it is outright

22      untrue.  Ms. Holland said from day one for me to

23      inform Bridget.  She never said anything different.
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1      Inform her, give her a preliminary conversation.  On

2      the day of December 14th when I talked to Ursula,

3      Ursula was more concerned that people in budget who

4      knew Bridget was going to tell Bridget, and that I

5      needed to let her know because she was going to find

6      out by her former friends who had worked in the budget

7      department.

8                 Under the retaliation, elimination of the

9      position, I found this very interesting.  Number 3

10      where Hendricks-Moore states Dr. Anderson claimed

11      during her interview that she wanted to eliminate

12      Ms. Lamar's position to hire a new manager for police

13      medical who has expertise in that field.  However,

14      Ms. Lamar has a graduate degree in health

15      administration and has been employed in police medical

16      for four years.  This seems to contraindicate the

17      rationale provided by Dr. Anderson to eliminate

18      Ms. Lamar's position.  I never said Ms. Lamar did not

19      have experience.  And this is what this is insinuating

20      but not stated.  Claimed during her interview that she

21      wanted to eliminate Ms. Lamar's position to hire a new

22      manager who had the expertise in the field.

23      Jacqueline Hendricks-Moore is stating here that there
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1      is no other professional with more than a graduate

2      degree in health administration and four years of HR

3      health administration experience capable of overseeing

4      police medical.  Again, it's just all biasness.

5                 MR. MUNGO:  Okay.  I have one last

6      question, then I want to take a quick break and I

7      think we're done, just to make sure we haven't missed

8      anything that I think would be helpful for you all.

9                 I'm going to direct Dr. Anderson's

10      attention to Exhibit 5, and it would be -- the page

11      that I'm going to look at would be the third from the

12      last page, third from the last page.

13                 MS. BENTLEY:  Which page?

14                 MR. MUNGO:  It has the identifier Office of

15      Inspector General Page Number, and then it says --

16      towards the middle you'll see an email from Jacqueline

17      Hendricks-Moore.

18 BY MR. MUNGO:

19 Q.   So I want to direct your attention to the sort of in

20      the middle of the page, the Jacqueline Hendricks-Moore

21      email dated the 12/7 of 2018.  Do you see that

22      Dr. Anderson?

23 A.   Yes.
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1 Q.   And this email is Attorney Wyrick.  And Attorney

2      Wyrick addressed this when he testified earlier, but

3      it says here, "Thank you for the information and

4      documents forwarded to the OIG on December 6th.

5      However, the information and documents," and this is

6      what you asked Ms. Lamar for at the beginning was

7      information and documents, right?

8 A.   Yes, that's right.

9 Q.   Because that is what was being asked of Mr. Wyrick

10      again, which he conveyed to you?

11 A.   Yes.

12 Q.   And it goes on to say, "I was not sure if the BOPC was

13      still in the process of gathering the requested

14      information, because your email and letter did not

15      mention it.  Please be advised the OIG is stilling for

16      the following requested information and documents."

17      Then it has a star and it has six bullet points for

18      information.  So it says the following requested

19      information and documents we're still looking for.

20      "Official HR job posting, please no email, executive

21      manager; include HR job analysis and job description,

22      executive manager; names of persons on the interview

23      panel for the executive manager; questions asked
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1      during the inter executive manager; BOPC personnel

2      committee during the period of 2016 to 2017, please

3      provide the names of the commissioners and time period

4      they served; a list of the job positions hired/filed

5      by the BOPC in 2016 to 2018, include job posting, job

6      description, interview panel members," et cetera.  And

7      then of particular note is that last paragraph where

8      Ms. Hendricks-Moore says I have provided further

9      clarification of the information to assist you in

10      facilitating the OIG's request.  Should you have

11      questions or need further clarification, do not

12      hesitate to contact me.  Per the OIG's first request,

13      forward the following requested information and

14      documents to the OIG no later than Tuesday.

15                 So the consistent reiteration from

16      Ms. Hendricks-Moore that the information and documents

17      were incomplete, would it stand to reason, and I just

18      want to kind of reason here a little bit and kind of

19      pick your brain for your reasoning in terms of what

20      would motivate you to ask Ms. Lamar for a summary of

21      the information and documents that you gave them,

22      would it be because Ms. Hendricks-Moore said that the

23      information and documents that you provided was
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1      incomplete, and if she provided the bulleted list of

2      items, you would be able to go back and see whether or

3      not the items that she requested was in fact complete

4      based upon what you had in your files and data base?

5 A.   I wanted to make sure that everything that we had in

6      HR was provided.  I knew what I had provided.  But

7      also I had been on the job all of two months.  So I'm

8      thinking Ms. Lamar may have previously provided

9      something additional.  So then I can check and say,

10      okay, here is what I sent, here is what Ms. Lamar

11      sent, here is what is missing, we may not have it.

12      Additionally in this email I asked Jermaine did you

13      ask Mr. Hicks if he had any of the requested

14      documents.  So I'm not just looking at Bridget for

15      documents, I'm looking at maybe BOPC has some of these

16      documents, because some of this stuff is not held in

17      HR.  If the BOPC asked specific questions, we wouldn't

18      necessarily have that in HR, they would have that.

19                  So my overall goal was to make sure that

20      we had provided all that we had to the OIG for their

21      investigation.  I had been providing Jermaine

22      documents since like December the 3rd, and then he

23      came back and asked again, then he came back and asked
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1      again.  I was like, okay, what else do we have that

2      they're missing.  So I reached out to her to see what

3      she had provided and how long ago it had been.  So I

4      asked her a question like do you remember when you met

5      with them, because I didn't know how long it had been.

6      She was serving in that capacity for maybe like from

7      January 2018 until October 2018.  When I did my

8      research, Mr. Brown had received a promotion July

9      2017.  So I didn't know how far back this

10      investigation was going.  I didn't know that it was a

11      new investigation.

12 Q.   Okay.  And if even if you look at the bulleted items

13      that Ms. Hendricks-Moore identified as areas where the

14      information was incomplete, how would you ever be able

15      to determine what items would complete her list if you

16      didn't know what was already provided?

17 A.   Right.

18 Q.   Was that one of your concerns?

19 A.   Right.  That's why I thought, okay, I'm going to ask

20      Bridget, give me a summary, what is going on, what has

21      happened, like basically bring me up to speed for this

22      investigation, because again I'm thinking from the HR

23      perspective we need to make sure that they get all
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1      that they need.

2 Q.   Would any of this information that is being requested

3      as identified in Ms. Hendricks-Moore's email, would

4      any of that information be confidential to you?

5 A.   None of this information would be confidential to me.

6 Q.   Whereas you wouldn't have access to it or knowledge of

7      what would be contained in those files?

8 A.   The only thing is that I would -- may not know how to

9      pull it up, but it wouldn't be confidential to me.

10 Q.   In other words, it's wouldn't be off limits for you to

11      have access to it?

12 A.   No.

13 Q.   It's not like you would be seeing information that you

14      wouldn't have lawful access to and shouldn't have

15      access to?

16 A.   Right.

17 Q.   So it wouldn't have been any offense to anyone for you

18      to have known or have a summary of what was already

19      provided?

20 A.   No.

21 Q.   It was like sending you back to the original canvas to

22      paint it all over again?

23 A.   That's what I wanted, I just wanted a summary of what
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1      had taken place.

2 Q.   Did you consider that to be poorly worded, and then

3      you blamed for creating a mess and confusion in trying

4      to respond to a request that was poorly worded or

5      maybe even not reasonable or fair, possibly?

6 A.   Possibly.  And that I did not understand that

7      Ms. Lamar's piece that she shared with the OIG was

8      not -- was, you know, something that she couldn't

9      share with me.  I did not understand that.

10 Q.   You didn't understand that because everything she

11      shared with them was from the HR department that you

12      had lawful access to anyway, right?

13 A.   Yes.  So like I understood the email -- like I get

14      this, especially the bullet points.  It wasn't that it

15      was poorly worded for me, it was that I thought that

16      whatever Ms. Lamar had shared was shared according to

17      HR, and that it was not something she could share with

18      me.

19 Q.   Dr. Anderson, have you been slandered unfairly without

20      any rational, factual basis to support it?

21                 MS. HA:  Okay.  Now, I'm going to have to

22      object on this, because this is not a legal tribunal,

23      and we don't get to make a legal decision or
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1      determination.

2                 MR. MUNGO:  It's my record, my record, and

3      she's being defamed.  And if this stuff is published

4      anywhere, there's going to be a lot of lawsuits going

5      on here, because you don't have any facts to support

6      what you're doing.  This is unfair.

7 A.   I just think that it was one-sided.  That the things

8      that I did to show that I accepted that I should not

9      have asked her was not even considered.  It was

10      automatically, oh, we're going to find her guilty.

11      The talk is that people on the BOPC has the inside

12      track over here with someone, and that's why they're

13      bringing all these cases and all that.  I don't want

14      to get caught up in the politics.  I've worked very

15      hard.  I was trying to make sure that you got what you

16      needed and what you requested.  I asked her for some

17      information that I should not have asked her because

18      she was an individual testifying or a witness for you

19      all.  I didn't look at it that way.  I didn't

20      understand it that way until Jermaine sent the

21      information.  And I just wanted you to get what you

22      needed, that was it.  Ms. Lamar is notorious for not

23      following up, not making sure things are done
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1      properly.  I wanted to make sure you got what you

2      needed, and for that this is what I get.

3 BY MR. MUNGO:

4 Q.   And do you believe you're being defamed?

5 A.   I believe that's done.

6 Q.   Held out in a false light?

7 A.   That's already been done.

8 Q.   Slandered?

9 A.   That's already been done.

10 Q.   And the fact that you will be penalized $300 and sent

11      to some special training would be suggesting that you

12      did something wrong and you were ill-equipped to do

13      your job as a professional?

14 A.   That and more.

15                 MR. MUNGO:  Let's go off for just a moment,

16      please.

17                 (Brief recess.)

18                 MR. MUNGO:  Thank you very much.  We're all

19      done.  If you all have questions.

20                 MS. HA:  So I'm curious why you would ask

21      Bridget what she provided or give you an update on the

22      investigation rather than just contact Investigator

23      Hendricks-Moore?  I mean, if you're that concerned
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1      about duplicating efforts, shouldn't you -- don't you

2      think it would have been better if you called the

3      source and say, hey, what are you missing?

4 A.   No.  Because to my understanding that we -- everything

5      was being filtered through Jermaine, the BOPC

6      attorney.  So, no, I didn't feel like I needed to call

7      her.  I needed to know what my person -- I don't know

8      her, but I know Ms. Lamar, we worked together.  So why

9      can't I ask her what have you provided.

10                 MS. HA:  What about Mr. Wyrick?  Why didn't

11      you just ask Mr. Wyrick what was provided?  Why

12      Bridget?

13 A.   Well, because she works in HR.  He had provided this

14      list of things that were needed, and my thinking is

15      had Bridget already provided it, or what was missing,

16      or where can I get this stuff from.  So Bridget was

17      my -- we worked together.  I felt it okay to ask her.

18                 MS. HA:  But I thought you actually said

19      that you felt that she was being hostile to you, that

20      she resented you because you got the job and she

21      didn't?

22 A.   Absolutely, but we still were functioning day-to-day.

23      Absolutely.
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1                 MS. HA:  And did you think that Bridget

2      Lamar had given any information or record that

3      Mr. Wyrick didn't provide?

4 A.   I didn't know what Bridget had given.  That's why I

5      asked her.  I wouldn't think that Mr. Wyrick would

6      withhold anything, no.

7                 MR. MUNGO:  He had to get it from them.

8 A.   He came to me for it and I sent it him.  So one of

9      those exhibits showed everything that I was sending to

10      him.

11                 MS. HA:  Okay.

12                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Did Mr. Wyrick

13      provide you the memo that was sent from our office

14      requesting documentation so you could see what we

15      requested?

16 A.   I have the email.  I don't recall a memo.  I recall

17      the list in the email.  I think we were looking at

18      that.

19                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  That's what I was

20      asking, because there was memo that we provided.

21 A.   I don't recall seeing a memo.  I just got that email.

22                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  So he didn't provide

23      you with that, but you also stated that you knew that
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1      all the information that our office was requesting,

2      that we were going through Mr. Wyrick.  Did you reach

3      back out to him to ask him if there was some

4      additional information that he was aware of that was

5      provided by Ms. Lamar since he sent you that email

6      stating that he found out that we had talked to

7      Ms. Lamar?  Did you talk to him regarding that?

8 A.   I'm not understanding the question.

9                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.  When you

10      received the email from Mr. Wyrick that stated, there

11      is a part of the email, that we had spoken to -- do

12      you want me to?

13 A.   Yes.  Because that's -- the email is what I received.

14                 MR. MUNGO:  Is this the one?

15                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  No, I'm talking about

16      the email that Mr. Wyrick sent to Dr. Anderson.

17                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes, saying that you had

18      requested --

19                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  That there would be

20      some more.

21 A.   I don't remember a memo with it.

22                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Oh, no, I know it

23      wasn't with the email.  I'm just asking, you know,
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1      with the email that he sent to you.  My question is,

2      you know, just kind of why you didn't call him and ask

3      him, you know.  If he said that he found out that we

4      had spoken to Bridget, my question is why --

5 A.   I think he stated in there that you informed him that

6      you had met with Bridget, and that you were going to

7      be seeking additional information.  So then I reached

8      out to Bridget because I'm trying to figure out what

9      additional information are you seeking.  And, no, I

10      did not think to ask him what additional information,

11      because he's reaching out to me asking me for

12      information.  Does that answer the question?  I'm not

13      sure.

14                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  I hear you answering

15      the question, but I think he just stated the email was

16      that -- let me see, I would rather find the email.  It

17      is in one of our -- in one of the exhibits.

18                 MR. MUNGO:  Perhaps in the written

19      responses?  Look in E perhaps.  This is from Jermaine

20      to Dr. Anderson, the first email.  Would that be it?

21                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  That might be it.

22      Yes, that was it.  He sent you an email, and in there

23      he just states that --
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1                 MS. BENTLEY:  For the record, it's Exhibit

2      E within Exhibit 1?

3                 MR. MUNGO:  That's correct.

4 A.   She said early on in the investigation she spoke with

5      Bridget Lamar.  So then I reached out to Bridget.  We

6      work in the same department, and I'm asking her, hey,

7      provide me a summary, when did you have this, because

8      he said early on in the investigation.  I'm thinking

9      how long has this been.  Mr. Brown had been in that

10      position for over a year, so I had no idea how long

11      ago it was or what you had received.

12                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Okay.  That's what I

13      was asking.  I was wondering why you didn't just reach

14      out back to Mr. Wyrick, because we already

15      acknowledged that he had advised you that all requests

16      of information was going through him, he was our

17      contact person.

18 A.   Yes.

19                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Even when it came to

20      interviewing you, I contacted him, he reached out to

21      you, and then we were able to set up the timing.

22 A.   I wouldn't go to him for HR documents.  He wouldn't

23      have it.
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1                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  No, but he would have

2      been the one that would have had the information.  If

3      we're asking, requesting documents, we're going

4      through him per the request from BOPC that we submit

5      our requests through him, and his job my understanding

6      was to filter that information to all BOPC agencies or

7      entities under him, which would have been HR to make

8      sure that again they get that information filtered

9      back up through him, and then that information is

10      given to us.

11 A.   No, here the last thing he said was that she said

12      earlier on in the investigation she spoke with Bridget

13      Lamar, so I reached out to Bridget to say, hey, give a

14      summary, when did this happen, I don't want to

15      duplicate documents.  And again, that was something

16      that was left off in the time line, that I stated I

17      did not want to duplicate documents.

18                 MR. MUNGO:  In all fairness --

19                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  No, I understand.  I

20      mean, you can keep commenting, but I understand what

21      she's saying, and she's just clarifying things, and I

22      appreciate the clarification, because it's important.

23      But, I mean, you can go on to say what you want to
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1      say, that's fine, but I'm just letting you know you

2      don't have to, you know, because I understand her

3      clarification, and that's important, because she is

4      clarifying this.

5                 MR. MUNGO:  What I was going to say was a

6      little less toxic than what you think it was going to

7      be, okay.  I'm really not a bad guy, guys.  I'm

8      really -- I am a humanitarian lawyer, you know.  But I

9      really think that this is more about maybe a -- and

10      keep in mind, I work with law enforcement.  All my

11      clients are law enforcement, practically all of them

12      from federal air marshals all the way down, all right.

13      And I know how law enforcement thinks, okay, I know

14      how they think.  You're suspicious.  You're paid to be

15      suspicious, okay.  But there is a dropping of the ball

16      here in terms of bad communications and lack of

17      information that you guys are taking in the worst

18      possible light.  And I think that it is easy to see

19      how that has been done here from my perspective as an

20      objective person.  Can I be objective at this point?

21                 MS. HA:  No, I don't think so.

22                 MR. MUNGO:  Well, you guys did this to me.

23                 MS. HA:  You didn't have to take the case.
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1                 MR. MUNGO:  You have to send me for some

2      therapy now, right.

3                 But, I mean, even Attorney Wyrick, you

4      know, when he sent that email after he looked at the

5      charter regarding the confidentiality, you know,

6      Ms. Anderson didn't understand.  I mean, it was

7      clearly communicated.  But it's just being, you know,

8      held out and interpreted in the worst possibly light.

9      Wouldn't that be something if everybody treated us

10      like that.  You know, this is subjective.  It really

11      is subjective.  This is not -- what you're accusing

12      her of is a specific intent crime when there is no

13      specific that you could ever establish.  Give her the

14      benefit of the doubt, she's a professional.

15 A.   Now, if you could document for the benefit of the

16      doubt.  I specifically stated on the week of the 10th

17      that we were going to tell her that week, and that was

18      early on in the week, and that's in these exhibits.

19      So I just -- again, I look at it as it's a BOPC thing,

20      that's how I look at, because I work with the BOPC,

21      I'm caught in the midst of it.  That's exactly how I

22      see it.

23                 MR. MUNGO:  That's how this thing started
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1      out, wasn't it.  She got caught in the tailspin at the

2      tail end.  I'm done.

3                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  I want to speak with

4      my team for a second.

5                 MR. MUNGO:  Absolutely.

6                 (Brief recess.)

7                 MS. BENTLEY:  Just a couple of final

8      questions.

9                 Dr. Anderson, at any point did Ursula

10      Holland tell you that you should not inform Ms. Lamar

11      that her position was being eliminated before you

12      actually had the budget approval in hand?

13 A.   Absolutely not.  Ursula Holland never told me not to

14      tell Bridget Lamar.  Ursula Holland from day one, she

15      kept pushing me to tell, pushing me to tell.  And even

16      on the day -- there was an email communication, and

17      that's another thing, I'm glad you brought that up,

18      there is -- in this draft, I'm not -- Exhibit 1, it

19      kind of states that subsequently Ursula Holland

20      reached out to me.  No, I had sent an email to the

21      CFO, and I think I blind copied Ursula, and then

22      Ursula responded and said something like, well, thank

23      you for keeping me in the loop.  I saw Bridget over
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1      here at a meeting, she doesn't know.  So we end up

2      talking and not following up with email, and she said

3      you want to tell her because she's worked with some of

4      those girls that work up in budget, and they're going

5      to tell her.  So you need to tell her.  So when I read

6      that she had stated she told me not to tell Bridget, I

7      was appalled.  But I know that they all used to work

8      together, so I'm not -- I'm not --

9                 MS. BENTLEY:  Let me ask some followup

10      questions.

11                 MR. MUNGO:  She doesn't report to Ursula

12      Holland.

13                 MS. BENTLEY:  That's fine.  Let's mark this

14      as Exhibit 12.  It's the affidavit of Ursula Holland.

15      I'm going to have you read Number 3, and then I wanted

16      to give you a chance to respond to what her statement

17      is.

18                 (Exhibit No. 12 was marked

19                 for identification.)

20                 MS. BENTLEY:  So again, I'm going to have

21      you read Number 3, and then I want you to be able to

22      respond to that.

23 A.   Before I read it, there were some additional things
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1      that were stated in this draft that Ursula Holland

2      also shared that she told me that she did not.

3                 MS. BENTLEY:  We'll start with that, and

4      then if you want to address the other issues.

5 A.   "On Friday, December 14th" -- did you want me to read

6      it out loud?

7                 MS. BENTLEY:  Yes.

8 A.   "On Friday, December 14, 2018, I had a telephone

9      conversation with Dr. Anderson pertaining to her

10      telling Bridget Lamar that her position is being

11      eliminated on that day.  Dr. Anderson told me that the

12      OIG was conducting an investigation involving her

13      office, and that she has to tell Ms. Lamar that her

14      position is being eliminated on that day.  I advised

15      Dr. Anderson to wait and notify Ms. Lamar on Monday,

16      December 17th, 2018 when the budget amendment would be

17      approved."

18                 MS. BENTLEY:  I want to give you a chance

19      to respond to that because you're saying that didn't

20      occur?

21 A.   It did not.

22                 MS. BENTLEY:  So I want to give you a

23      chance to address that.
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1 A.   It did not occur.  Ursula never told me not to share

2      with Bridget that her job was now being eliminated.

3      Again on this day she was more concerned with the

4      girls, Charleta McInnis in budget knowing Bridget, and

5      that they were going to share with her that her

6      position was being eliminated before I had an

7      opportunity to tell her.

8                 And, again, the OIG was not investigating

9      my office.  That is where this thing comes in.  I

10      don't work in the BOPC.  I work for the BOPC, but I

11      work in HR.  Most of my dealings is with the chief of

12      police.  So I never told her that there was an

13      investigation pertaining to my office, and that was

14      one of the things I noted on here as well.

15                 And in here Exhibit 1, it is stated that

16      Ursula told me that I needed to share with Bridget the

17      elimination of her position so that she would have

18      enough time to apply for open positions.  Ursula never

19      said that.  The only thing Ursula stated was that let

20      Bridget know that she may have an opportunity because

21      she did have an employee services manager I position

22      open, that was it.  So, no, that is not true.

23                 MS. BENTLEY:  Do you recall having a
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1      conversation with her on the phone on that date?

2 A.   We did talk on that day, yes.

3                 MS. BENTLEY:  On the phone?

4 A.   Yes.

5                 MS. BENTLEY:  Do you recall -- what is your

6      recollection of that phone conversation?

7 A.   My recollection of that is stated in the previous

8      documents that I shared with you all.

9                 MS. BENTLEY:  Which is what just for the

10      record so we can be clear.

11 A.   We're already clear, because I already know the game,

12      the back and forth and, oh, you said this on the 25th

13      and you said something different.  I have not had a

14      chance to review my statement, and being a police

15      officer for 20 years, I was always given an

16      opportunity to review a prior statement before I

17      testify.  So I'm going to say that we're going to

18      refer back to the previous statement that I provided.

19                 MS. BENTLEY:  Okay.  That's your right.

20 A.   Yes.

21                 MR. MUNGO:  But the thing about it is the

22      OIG was not investigating --

23 A.   My office.
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1                 MR. MUNGO:  -- your office.

2 A.   Yes.  So this whole statement is inaccurate.

3                 MR. MUNGO:  I mean, you guys weren't

4      investigating her office, were you?

5                 MS. BENTLEY:  We weren't investigating HR.

6                 MR. MUNGO:  I'm sorry?

7                 MS. BENTLEY:  Not HR.

8 A.   So that whole Line 3 is not accurate.

9                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  HR is up under the

10      Board of Police Commissioners.

11 A.   No, they're not.

12                 MS. BENTLEY:  There is the reporting.

13 A.   The police HR is not under the Board of Police

14      Commissioners.  Police HR is under the chief's office.

15      The director of police personnel position according to

16      the charter reports to the BOPC, but police HR does

17      not fall under the BOPC.  That is incorrect.

18                 MR. MUNGO:  That document --

19 A.   Can I read the first two?

20                 MS. BENTLEY:  Yes, I'm going to make you

21      guys a copy.

22                 MR. MUNGO:  That's slander there.

23                 (Discussion off the record.)
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1                 MS. BENTLEY:  Back on the record.

2 A.   Here also in Ms. Holland's statement she says during

3      the period of November 29th to November the 30th, that

4      Dr. Anderson, a newly appointed director of Detroit

5      Police human resources bureau, Police HR, requested

6      assistance from city HR regarding eliminating the

7      employee service II position and replacing it with an

8      executive manager position.  My interaction with them

9      started November 6th, and I think my first

10      conversation with Ursula was like November the 7th,

11      but this says November 29th to November 30th, and my

12      interaction with her spanned past December 17th,

13      because I even spoke with her after December 17th

14      because she said that Bridget Lamar did reach out to

15      her as I had gave her that option to reach out to

16      Ursula for the employee service I position.  So

17      this -- both of those statements are incorrect

18      according to my recollection and the emails that were

19      presented.

20                 MR. MARABLE:  So just in regards to what

21      type of investigation it was, in your conversation

22      with Ms. Holland on that day, do you recall the

23      existence of --
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1 A.   I'm not going to speak to that.  Without reviewing my

2      statement from previous, I'm not going to speak to it.

3      I didn't have an opportunity to look at my statement

4      that I gave to you --

5                 MR. MARABLE:  Well, now I'm asking on that

6      statement here.  On that statement there she mentions,

7      and we were talking about whether it was your office

8      or BOPC.  Do you remember in that conversation with

9      Ms. Holland on that day an OIG investigation coming up

10      in the conversation?

11 A.   I'll refer to my statement that I give you on

12      January 25th, because when I responded to Ellen Ha's

13      statement you immediately in my opinion called me a

14      lie, and so I'm not going to say something else to

15      give you that other opportunity.  It's now July.  The

16      truth is the truth.  I provided you with all that I

17      have.  If you want to let me look at my statement that

18      I provided, then I can --

19                 MR. MUNGO:  So she can explain why she

20      answered the way she answered.

21                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  And this is part of

22      why we're providing this, the contradiction.

23 A.   You provided this.  This is Ursula's statement.  This
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1      isn't my statement.  You haven't provided me with the

2      transcript or the statement that I provided.  Here I'm

3      telling you that I did not have this conversation with

4      Ursula as it states that the BOPC was investigating my

5      office -- I mean, the OIG was investigating my office.

6      The OIG was never investigating my office.  That was

7      never the case.  There was some issues about the

8      hiring practices with BOPC.  I didn't handle hiring

9      for BOPC.

10                 MS. HA:  So I'm still stuck on Friday

11      versus Sunday -- I mean not Sunday, Monday.  You said

12      that you wanted to give Bridget plenty of time so that

13      she would have --

14 A.   I wanted to hold a preliminary conversation with her,

15      and that's what Ursula and I had discussed.  She

16      stated preface it as a preliminary conversation to let

17      her know the documents will be forthcoming, and that's

18      what I did, I said this is a preliminary conversation.

19      I didn't have the documents to give her, and I made

20      that clear to Bridget that I didn't, that it was

21      forthcoming, but this is what is going to transpire.

22                 MS. HA:  But if that's -- if you were

23      concerned about Bridget having advanced notice so that
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1      she could go and find another job or position, why

2      wouldn't you tell her like back in November?

3 A.   Because I did not have the final approval from budget

4      that they had made the change.  There was a document

5      where I had received a statement from Lisa -- I don't

6      think we put this in there on the record.  Her name

7      was Lisa Jones and she was our former CFO.  She told

8      me that it had been taken care of, and then at that

9      time I got ready to inform Bridget, but it wasn't

10      taken care of.  So I would have informed her, but not

11      had all of the -- everything wouldn't have been

12      signed.  So the reduction in force rights form I could

13      not give to her, and this was from Ursula, I could not

14      give to her until I had the signatures.

15                 MS. HA:  Right.  And that's -- that was the

16      impression I got from the very beginning, you weren't

17      going to tell Bridget until you had something in your

18      hand.

19 A.   Mm-hmm.

20                 MS. HA:  And then it seems you changed your

21      mind on Friday?

22 A.   No, I didn't.  If you look at the emails, I stated in

23      the emails that I was going to tell Bridget that week.
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1      I even said that to Ursula.  And that was sent like

2      December 10th or 11th, my plan is to tell her this

3      week.  So it wasn't that after I had the conversation,

4      after the incident on the 13th.  My goal was to tell

5      her that week.  We were going to be out.  I think that

6      she had put in some time off even for the following

7      week.  My thing was I need to tell her this week, and

8      just so happened this thing happened on the 13th, but

9      I still told her on the 14th.

10                 I know you -- I am -- I don't want to say

11      I'm an expert at body language, but I can read body

12      language very, very well, and I know that you all are

13      set on what you believe.  My goal is to defend myself

14      and take it to however far I have to take it to clear

15      my name.  That's my goal and that's my right is to

16      provide you with -- you said to come over here and

17      provide you with information you may not have had.

18      That's what I've done today.  I hired an attorney so

19      that I could make sure I was represented because I

20      came over thinking January 25th that I was going to be

21      given a fair chance, and that has not happened.  So I

22      knew that there was no way I could come and meet with

23      you all again without legal representation.  So you
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1      may not agree with it, but in my mind it does not mean

2      that I retaliated against her, because during that

3      week in emails it stated that I was going to give her

4      the notice that week.

5                 MS. HA:  Even without the approval?

6 A.   What approval?

7                 MS. HA:  I thought you were -- I thought

8      you weren't going to tell Bridget until you had the

9      approval?

10 A.   So I had the approval in the email from CFO Tanya

11      Stoudemire who could have come over and served as a

12      witness to state that she had given me that approval

13      that it was done and I would have it Monday.  I have

14      emails to state that.  So I have the approval.  The

15      emails state that.  We have to pull up what exhibit

16      that is.  Is that in the exhibit that you brought

17      over?

18                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes, it's in the -- where it

19      says that it will be ready Monday?

20                 MS. HA:  Yes.

21                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Yes, we have that.

22 A.   So she gave us the approval that it was done and the

23      physical document could be picked up, that it was
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1      approved.

2                 MS. BENTLEY:  So I think part of the

3      confusion for us is still in, and this is Exhibit H as

4      part of Exhibit 1, and we talked about this earlier

5      when Ms. Ducker was here, there was -- if you turn to

6      Exhibit H in Exhibit -- I'm sorry, not Exhibit 1,

7      Exhibit 4, I apologize.  Exhibit 4 H.  So again --

8 A.   So here I say to her it was my intention to inform her

9      this week, however the budget amendment had not been

10      processed.  I also sent Ursula another email, and I

11      think that that is outlined in the time line, and I

12      said can I inform her before the budget amendment is

13      processed.

14                 MR. MUNGO:  You guys saw that, right?

15                 MS. HENDRICKS-MOORE:  Yes.

16                 MR. MUNGO:  And her question to Ursula was

17      actually more in response to Ursula's continuing to

18      press her to share that information.

19 A.   Because they're all friends down there, and someone is

20      going to see it, someone is going to tell her.  I seen

21      her down here, she didn't say anything.  And I'm

22      participating in the investigation, why would I not

23      want her to participate.  That makes no sense to me.
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1      I'm giving all of the documents, I'm trying to find

2      everything that I can so that the OIG's office can get

3      the documents, but in my opinion you all have this

4      preconceived notion that I'm the BOPC and I'm hiding

5      information from you all to protect them.  That's the

6      impression that is being displayed.  I don't protect

7      the BOPC.  My integrity is more important than the

8      BOPC.

9                 MS. HA:  We understand that.

10                 MR. MUNGO:  So this notion -- who was it

11      that raised about the email -- Kamau, you raised that,

12      about the email, you sent an email to Ursula saying

13      can I do that.

14 A.   Because I'm waiting --

15                 MR. MUNGO:  That was not a seeking

16      permission or authority to do so, she was asking

17      about -- it had more to do with the policies, does the

18      policy allow that, although it wasn't put it in those

19      words.  Can be it done.  Obviously she wasn't asking

20      her permission, right, because she doesn't report to

21      her.  It was can it be done by way of policy.  Of

22      course it could be.

23 A.   Can we make this one an exhibit?  This is my email
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1      that I sent to our former CFO, and I was asking her

2      please let me know when executive manager positions

3      appear in the budget so that I can onboard the deputy

4      director.  And then Lisa Jones says, Hi, Marcella, it

5      appears in Appropriation such and such, Cost Center

6      Medical.  If you need additional information, please

7      don't hesitate to contact me.  So then I go to move to

8      say, okay, I can now let Bridget know, but this

9      document that Lisa sent me, it wasn't complete,

10      everything wasn't done.  So then that made me feel

11      like, okay, I need to make sure that everything is

12      done properly, because everybody is not talking to

13      everyone, if that makes sense, and I learned that that

14      is common in the city.  I'm new to the city.  I'm not

15      bashing the city, I love the city, I live in the city,

16      but Lisa told me I was okay to move forward, but I

17      wasn't.  So when I showed this to Lawana, she said,

18      okay, we need to check everything.  And when she

19      checked, she said, no, everything is not done.  So

20      when we started following up again, my thing was to

21      make sure the CFO at central got it, and that our

22      people wasn't saying, oh, yes, you're good, because

23      then I present her with a document and it's not
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1      approved.  So I really wanted to wait until I heard

2      that I got an approval from the CFO.

3                 Can we mark this an exhibit?

4                 MR. MUNGO:  Yes.

5                 (Exhibit No. 13 was marked

6                 for identification.)

7 BY MR. MUNGO:

8 Q.   So the significance of that document is that that is

9      an example of the budget folks communicating that,

10      okay, hey, there is -- we don't see any light at the

11      end of the tunnel, you know, this thing is -- we

12      can't -- we don't know when this baby is go to be

13      birthed, so -- and that was -- what is the date on

14      that document?

15 A.   This one is December 13th, but actually what she was

16      saying was that, oh, it's done, but it wasn't done.

17      And when I went to move forward, I found out it wasn't

18      done.  It was police finance fiscal stating that it

19      was done, but it needed to go down to the city.  So I

20      was waiting for Tanya Stoudemire to tell me it's

21      approved, and when Tanya Stoudemire told me it was

22      approved, that's when I told Bridget.

23 Q.   That was not the Stoudemire.
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1 A.   This was not Stoudemire.

2                 MS. BENTLEY:  So I think you said on the

3      record it was dated the 13th, but it's --

4 A.   I'm sorry, the 3rd.  Thank you for your clarification.

5      December the 3rd.

6                 MR. MUNGO:  We're done.

7                 MS. BENTLEY:  All right.  We'll go off the

8      record.

9                 (Hearing concluded at 3:45 p.m.)
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4                 I, Diane L. Szach, do hereby certify that I

5      have recorded stenographically the proceedings had

6      and testimony taken in the above-entitled matter at
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8      further certify that the foregoing transcript,

9      consisting of (211) pages, is a true and correct

10      transcript of my said stenograph notes.
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